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E. 

3,177,772 
RAPARD FREE GUN 

Arth Ers. Stanton, Bethesda, Md., and Philias H. Girgaard, 
Pasadena, Calif., assignors to the United States of 
A Rerica as represented by the Secretary of the Navy 

Filed Jariae 3, 1957, Ser. No. 663,319 
14 Claims. (C. 89-33) 

(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266) 

The invention described herein may be manufactured 
and used by or for the Government of the United States 
of America for governmental purposes without the pay 
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor. 
The present invention relates to a projectile directing 

and firing system which includes a low velocity, rapid 
fire gun and mount therefor. More particularly, this 
invention is directed to a weapon suitable for a satura 
tion Zone type of protective or assault fire and which is 
especially well adapted for shipboard antiaircraft use. 

Heretofore, antiaircraft guns of both large and small 
calibers have been devised for employment against high 
and low altitude attacking planes. Although the large 
caliber guns are effective at high altitudes when properly 
used, these guns are generally ineffective at low altitudes 
and short ranges because, among other reasons, of their 
slow rate of fire and the more effective evasive action 
taken by aircraft at low altitudes. Consequently, guns 
generally in use against low flying aircraft have been of a 
small caliber and in the machine gun class in order to ob 
tain a rapid rate of fire and cope with the evasive action 
of aircraft attempting to avoid the zone of fire. How 
ever, the use of armor around the vital parts of aircraft 
has increased considerably and it has been found that 
the smaller caliber guns could make a number of hits 
without reaching a vital part, and, therefore, the attack 
ing aircraft would, in many cases, continue the attack. 
With conventional guns, as the caliber increases, the 

weight of the many gun components as well as the gun 
itself increases greatly. Heavier structural members are 
needed to load and transfer ammunition. The recoil 
forces generated require heavier mounting and driving 
structures. Consequently, aboardship the number of 
guns that can be installed is limited by the weight factor 
alone. Furthermore, the handling of conventional large 
caliber case ammunition presents problems because of 
its size and weight, such ammunition not being adapted 
to belt or clip type feeding as used in the machine gun 
class weapons. 
The use of large guns and mounts generally prohibits 

the stowage of ammunition or maintenance of magazines 
on the same level on which the gun is mounted because 
of space requirements. Thus, the ammunition stowage 
it at a lower level, often employing three or more decks 
of the ship to contain all the necessary equipment. Lo 
cation below decks complicates the problem of feeding 
ammunition to large caliber guns and necessitates the 
installation of elaborate ammunition hoists with asso 
ciated large gains in overall weight and complexity of 
the ammunition handling equipment. 
The present invention overcomes many of the disad 

vantages of the prior art weapons in that it provides an 
automatic, rapid fire, lightweight system for firing a sym 
metrically cased rocket-assisted projectile of relatively 
large caliber. The entire system is relatively small and 
compact as compared with prior art systems for similar 
caliber weapons and which are incapable of handling in 
any given time interval an equivalent amount of large 
caliber ammunition as is handled by the present inven 
tion. This is true because of the novel arrangement of 
a large capacity magazine adjacent each gun which makes 
possible a high rate of automatic continuous fire for ex 
tended periods of time. The gun employed in the pres 
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2 
ent invention is provided with a rifled tube and fires a 
spin-stabilized, rocket-propelled projectile. The projec 
tile is enclosed in a symmetrical container or case which 
functions both as a storage case and as an expendable 
gun chamber when the projectile is fired. The projec 
tile is fired by the ignition of a reduced powder charge 
within the container and is propelled through the bar 
rel at a relatively low velocity. While within the rifled 
gun barrel, the rocket propellent motor is ignited by the 
hot gases of the reduced powder charge and thereafter 
the projectile accelerates to a much higher velocity com 
parable to conventional projectiles during flight. Suffi 
cient spin is imparted by the rifled tube of the launcher 
and the canted nozzles of the spin-stabilized rocket to 
make the rocket stable as it emerges from the tube. 
The canted nozzles of the rocket motor provide addi 
tional spin during flight. The conventional recoil is sub 
stantially reduced in the present invention because of the 
low firing pressures produced in the present system. 

Machine gun rates-of-fire are obtained by the use of 
expendable gun chambers made feasible by the low pow 
der pressure created when each round is fired. The 
employment of the expandable gun chambers makes 
possible the moving of the rocket-assisted ammunition 
laterally into and out of axial alignment with the gun 
barrel without the necessity of ramming and extracting 
operations as is common with conventional cases of am 
munition. 

Conventional rocket launching devices are generally 
provided with short, smooth bore barrels and are in 
capable of the accuracy achieved by rifled barrels. The 
present invention employs a rifled gun barrel through 
which is fired the projectile on an accurately directed 
line of fire, sufficient spin being imparted to the projec 
tile while in the barrel of the launcher as well as while 
in flight. 

It is, therefore, an object of the present invention to 
provide an automatic projectile handling, directing and 
firing system, with suitable interlocking devices, capable 
of performing and controlling the serving, at a high 
cyclic rate, of large caliber rocket-assisted projectiles to 
a gun or other missile launching apparatus. 

Another object of the present invention resides in the 
provision of an automatic missile launching system hav 
ing a plurality of independent gas operated automatic 
mechanisms for the receiving of ammunition, indexing 
the ammunition to a firing position and subsequently 
discarding the empty case from which the missile was 
launched through a gun barrel. 

Another object resides in the provision of a relatively. 
lightweight projectile handling, directing and firing sys 
tem for relatively large caliber projectiles which produce, 
when fired, a low trunnion force without sacrifice of 
high projectilevelocity during flight. 
A further object is to provide a rocket projectile di 

recting and firing system capable of greater accuracy 
than conventional smooth bore rocket launching de 
WCeS. 
An additional object is to provide a projectile directing 

and firing system wherein the projectile is fired through 
a gun barrel by the sequential burning of case propellant 
and rocket propellant and is thereafter accelerated to a 
high velocity by the rocket propellant. 
Another object is to provide a weapon system which 

is substantially balanced at all adjustments of train move 
ment. 
An additional object is to provide a weapon having a 

large capacity magazine capable of maintaining a gen 
eral weight balance during loading of the magazine, stow 
age of ammunition within the magazine and feeding of 
rounds from the magazine, this being accomplished by 
a weight distribution of the rounds and displacement 
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thereof from the filling end to an opposite end, thence 
to the filling end, the rounds moving in a manner to di 
minish the end to end distance to a centrally located 
round exit station. 
Another object is to provide a relatively lightweight 

magazine capable of stowing a large quantity of ready 
projectiles or missiles of large caliber. p re 
A further purpose of the present invention resides 1. 

the provision of an independent, large capacity, fixed 
magazine capable of stowing and feeding rounds to a rela 
tively movable transfer mechanism at high rates of feed. 
An additional object of the present invention is to 

provide an automatic rapid feed magazine for stoWing 
and feeding case-enclosed missiles to a gun or other 
launching device. 
A further object of the present invention is to provide 

an automatic rapid-feed ammunition magazine having 
means at the round-entry station for transferring ammu 
inition from a loader to the magazine and vice versa. With 
out jamming of the ammunition. 
Another object resides in the provision of a rapid-feed 

ammunition magazine having means adjacent the round 
exit station for actuating a mechanism in the loader to 
prevent additional ammunition from entering the maga 
Zic 
A further object is to provide a loader for the maga 

zine that sequentially feeds rounds to the magazine and 
eliminates blank round spaces during the loading of the 
magazine. 
Another object of the present invention resides in the 

provision of a projectile loader capable of loading the 
magazine at a high cyclic rate with large caliber rocket 
assisted projectiles. 

Still another purpose of the invention is to provide a 
loading mechanism which guide ammunition of the case 
enclosed, rocket propelled type into an associated maga 
ZC. 

Another object is to provide a loader which includes 
means for permitting or preventing the loading of ammu 
nition in accordance with predetermined conditions ex 
isting in an associated magazine. 
Yet another object is to provide a weapon including 

means located within the loader and magazine for pre 
venting feeding of rounds thereto when the magazine is 
fully loaded. 

Still another object resides in the provision of a rapid 
fire rocket gun system including an independent, large 
capacity, fixed magazine capable of stowing and feeding 
rounds to a relatively movable transfer mechanism at 
high rates of feed. 
Another object is to provide a rapid fire rocket launch 

ing system including a transfer mechanism fixed to and 
movable with the gun and capable of receiving rounds 
from a magazine and rotating the axis of each round 90 
after it leaves the magazine of the system so as to suc 
cessively position the rounds in parallelism with and ad 
jacent to the barrel of a gun mechanism or other missile 
launching apparatus. 
Another object resides in the provision of a rapid 

fire rocket launching system including a transfer mecha 
nism having means for sequentially gripping rounds re 
ceived from an adjacent magazine, maintaining the grip 
on the round during transfer motion of the round from 
the magazine to a position adjacent and parallel with the 
barrel of a gun and releasing the round at the end of the 
transfer motion. 
An additional object resides in the provision of an 

ammunition transfer mechanism capable of delivering 
ammunition from the magazine, fanwise, through an arc 
of 90 So as to sequentially align the longitudinal axes of 
the rounds parallel with that of the barrel of the gun 
or other missile launching apparatus. 
A further purpose of the present invention is to pro 

vide an ammunition transfer mechanism which will ac 
complish the delivery of ammunition to a gun or other 
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4. 
missile launching apparatus at any angle of elevation and 
train. 
A further object is to provide a rocket launching sys 

ten including a round by-pass mechanism in association 
with Suitable interlocks to by-pass and stow oncoming 
rounds being advanced from the magazine at locations 
remote from the vicinity of the gun in the event of a mis 
fire or hangfire. 
An additional object of the present invention resides 

in the provision of an automatic rapid fire rocket launch 
ing System including mechanical and electrical interlocks 
to prevent round entry into the gun mechanism in the 
event that all of the required firing conditions have not 
been met. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

an automatic rapid fire rocket launching system including 
a breechless gun mechanism for use with a case-enclosed 
projectile wherein the case is employed as a one-shot 
breech or an expendable gun chamber for the gun mech 
anism when the projectile is fired through the gun barrel. 
Another object resides in the provision of a rocket 

launching systern including a large capacity magazine, a 
transfer mechanism between the magazine and gun for 
transferring rounds from the magazine to the gun regard 
less of elevation of the latter and a gun for use with sym 
metrical case-enclosed projectiles, the projectile case func 
tioning as a breech and being pressure sealed to the gun 
barrel to prevent the escape of propellent gases at the 
moment of firing of the projectile and unsealed prior to 
and after firing. 
Yet another object is to provide a rocket launching 

System including an automatic gun mechanism having 
means for feeding and indexing rounds into and out of 
barrel alignment and including feed sprocket means driven 
and indexed by a reciprocable gas-operated slide. 
A further object resides in the provision of a rapid 

fire rocket launching system having an operating slide 
locking means operable while the gun is being charged 
and also when any unsafe firing condition exists. 
Another object of the present invention resides in the 

provision of a rapid fire rocket launching system includ 
ing a Sear and trigger means operated by round contact 
for locking and unlocking an operating slide in accord 
ance With predetermined gun operating conditions, the 
operating slide actuating associated devices for controlling 
the entry and exit of rounds to and from the firing posi 
tion, respectively. 

Still another object of the present invention is to provide 
a rapid fire rocket launching system including a gas op 
erated empty ammunition case handling system for re 
ceiving, holding and ejecting the empty case in Synchro 
nism with the firing of the gun at all angle of gun elevation 
and train. 
Another object is to provide a rocket launching sys 

tem including a gun mechanism of relatively large caliber 
having feeding, firing and ejecting mechanisms that are 
readily removable and replaceable. 
Another object resides in the provision of rapid fire 

rocket launching system in which the gun or launching 
device is quickly disconnectable, as a unit, from the 
remainder of the system. 
An additional object of the present invention is to pro 

vide a gun ejection mechanism for guiding and aligning 
the forward face of each empty round case being ejected 
and which latches the forward flange of each case to a 
drive crosshead which drives each case rearwardly to a 
Predetermined point where the case is released. 
A further object is to provide a gas operated piston 

motor for a rapid fire weapon system and which includes 
fluid by-pass features to permit buffering of the piston 
at the end portion of its driving stroke and for returning 
the piston to its initial position. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

a gas operated piston motor which includes venting pas 
Sages for venting a portion of the piston driving gases 
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during the driven stroke of the piston and after the 
remainder of the driving gases have by-passed the piston 
to buffer the latter near the end of its driven stroke, the 
by-passed gases returning the piston to its initial posi 
tion. 

Yet another object resides in the provision of a gas 
operated piston motor which includes venting passages 
for venting piston driving gases during the driven stroke 
and for venting cushioning and piston return gases dur 
ing the return stroke. 
An additional object is to provide a gas operated piston 

motor in which the piston is fluid buffered on both its 
driven and return strokes. 
A further object of the present invention resides in the 

provision of a piston motor which includes shock absorb 
ing features for all moving parts. 

Other objects and many of the attendant advantages 
of this invention will be readily appreciated as the same 
becomes better understood by reference to the following 
detailed description when considered in connection with 
the accompanying drawings wherein: 

FiG. 1 is a top plan view with portions broken away 
of a twin gun mount embodying the System of the present 
invention; 
FIG. 2 is a vertical sectional view of the mount and 

system of FG. i taken along a line substantially corre 
sponding to line 2-2 of FiG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is a vertical sectional view of the gun mount 
and system of FiG. 1 taken along a line substantially 
corresponding to line 3-3 of FIG. 1; 

F.G. 4 is a front elevational view of the gun mount 
and system of FIGS. 1, 2 and 3 with a portion of the 
shield broken away to better illustrate the relative loca 
tions of certain mechanisms of the system; 

F.G. 5 is a rear elevational view of the gun mount 
and system with portions of the shield and stand re 
moved; 

F.G. 6 is a front elevation view of an upper portion 
of the magazine loader and round receiving tray employed 
in the system of the present invention; 
FIG. 7 is a vertical sectional view through the mag 

azine loader of FG. 6; 
F.G. 8 is a vertical sectional view of the loader as 

viewed from a line substantially corresponding to line 
8-8 of FIG. 7; 
FIG. 9 is an enlarged longitudinal sectional view of the 

loader tray of FIGS. 6 through 8; 
FiG. 10 is an enlarged fragmentary perspective view 

of a portion of the loader tray with a portion of the 
frame broken away; 

FIG. 11 is an enlarged perspective view of the Switch 
actuating linkage for the magazine drive switches S-6 
and S-7 of FIGS. 7 and 8; 
FIG. 12 is a side elevational view of the right hand 

end of a portion of the loader and magazine showing a 
cam for controlling switch S-33 employed when cycling 
rounds in reverse order during unloading and reloading 
of the magazine; 

FiG. 13 is a side elevation view of a round storage 
magazine and drive therefor employed in the present in 
vention, the magazine having been removed from the gun 
1mount Structure; 

FIG. 14 is a side elevational schematic view of the 
magazine showing the path of the rounds from the loader 
to the centrally located transfer mechanism; 
FiG. 15 is an enlarged detailed composite view of the 

magazine showing structural details thereof; 
FG. 16 is a top plan view of a star wheel and drive 

mechanism therefor located at the round exit station of 
the magazine; 

F.G. 17 is a transverse sectional view of one of the 
magazine chain idler sprockets and bearing Support there 
for; 

FIG. 18 is a perspective view taken from below and to 
one side of the back side of the magazine center section 
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6 
of FiG. 13 showing the guide rails and round exit star 
wheels; - 

FIG. 19 is an enlarged top plan view of a portion of 
one of the magazine chain sprocket drives; 

FIG. 20 is an enlarged side elevational view of a por 
tion of one of the magazine carrier chains; 

FIG. 21 is an enlarged plan view of a portion of the 
magazine carrier chains with the rounds shown in full 
and broken lines; 

FIG. 22 is a detailed perspective view of one of the 
round end engaging retainers shown removed from the 
round carrier chain; 

FIG. 23 is a perspective view of one of the between 
round spacing lugs removed from the round carrier chains; 

FIGS. 24 and 25 are enlarged vertical detailed views 
of the juncture between the magazine round exit sta 
tion and the transfer mechanism round entry station 
showing the relative positions of the two sets of transfer 
feed star wheels at 0 gun elevation and 90 gun eleva 
tion, respectively; 

F.G. 26 is a perspective view of the outside of the round 
transfer mechanism as viewed from the round entry end; 
F.G. 27 is a perspective view of the round transfer 

mechanism of FIG. 26 and rotated substantially 90 to 
reveal the round exit end thereof; 

FIG. 28 is a side elevational view of the round trans 
fer mechanism in place on a mount with the round by 
pass apparatus extending upwardly therefrom; 

FIG. 29 is a front elevation view of the round transfer 
mechanism and round by-pass apparatus as viewed from 
the round entry end; 

FiG. 30 is a bottom plan view of the round transfer 
mechanism showing drives and interlock Switches associ 
ated therewith; 
FiG. 31 is a horizontal sectional view through the 

round transfer mechanism as viewed from a line substan 
tially corresponding to line 31-31 in FIG. 29 showing 
inner and outer chain carriers, round end gripping carriers 
and their arcuate guideways; 

FIG. 32 is a top plan exterior view of the round trans 
fer mechanism having portions of the upper cover re 
moved to better illustrate the position of the rounds as 
they progress through the transfer mechanism; 

FiGS. 33 and 34 are enlarged detailed horizontal sec 
tional views of the transfer mechanism round-exit and 
round entry ends, respectively, of FIG. 31 and showing 
the inner and outer round gripping carriers and their as 
sociated cams; 

FEG. 35 is a detailed, exploded, perspective view of the 
inner round gripping carriers which are shown in as 
sembled position in FIG. 34; 

FiG. 36 is a detailed vertical sectional view of a por 
tion of the case of the transfer mechanism and showing 
the outer round gripping carriers and their arcuate guide 
Ways; 

FiG. 37 is a side view of the outer chain and round 
gripping carriers removed from the transfer mechanism 
case and viewed from a line substantially corresponding 
to line 37-37 of FIG. 36; 
FIG. 38 is an end view of the assembled outer round 

gripping carriers; 
FIG. 39 is a detailed vertical sectional view of a por 

tion of the transfer mechanism case and illustrating the 
inier round gripping carriers and their arcuate guideways; 

Fig. 40 is a side view of the inner chain and round 
gripping carriers removed from the transfer mechanism 
case and viewed from a line substantially corresponding 
to line 4-2-4 of FIG. 39; 

Fig. 41 is an end view of the assembled inner round 
gripping carriers; 

FIG. 42 is a fragmentary vertical sectional view 
through the transfer case near the round exit station taken 
along a line substantially corresponding to line 42-42 
of FIG. 28 and showing “first round' magazine control 

him. 
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switches S-3A and S-3B and the actuating linkage there 
for; 
FIG. 43 is a similar sectional view taken along a line 

substantially corresponding to line 43-43 of FIG. 30, 
and showing actuating linkage for the "reverse clear' 
Switch S-55 and its associated round feed control latch; 
FIG. 44 is a similar sectional view taken along a line 

substantially corresponding to line 44–44 of FIG. 30 and 
showing a round feed control latch which is spaced from 
and cooperates with the latch of FIG. 43; 

FIG. 45 is a side elevational view of a round by-pass 
door and round lifter assembly located above the round 
exit end of the transfer mechanism; 
FIG. 46 is a view from above the round by-pass door 

and with the round lifter assembly removed from its as 
sociated structure; 
FiG. 47 is an enlarged sectional view through the by 

pass door taken along a line substantially corresponding 
to line 47-47 of Fig. 46; 

F.G. 48 is a side elevational view of the cradle, its 
trunnion Support and the gun mechanism mounted in the 
cradle; 

FIG. 49 is a rear perspective view of the gun mech 
anism with the top cover raised, the backplate opened 
and the feed drive slide removed; 

FIG. 50 is a top perspective view of the feed drive 
slide removed from the gun mechanism; 

FIG. 51 is a bottom perspective view of the feed drive 
slide of FIG.50; 

F.G. 52 is a vertical longitudinal view partially in sec 
tion and partially in elevation as viewed from a line sub 
stantially on the center line of one of the gun mechanisms 
and showing the gun barrel, gas ports, sealing collar and 
the slide buffer cylinder; 

F.G. 53 is a longitudinal view partially in section of 
the slide return spring, its housing and includes a dia 
grammatic showing of the gun charging apparatus; 

FIG. 54 is a top plan view of the gun mechanism; 
FiG. 55 is an enlarged sectional internal view of the 

backplate and the slide buffer springs shown at the left 
end of the gun mechanism shown in FIG. 54; 
FIG. 56 is a view from above the receiver, taken along 

a line substantially corresponding to line 56-56 of FIG. 
57, showing control linkages for actuating the gas Sealing 
coilar and illustrating a corner of the side in its forward 
position; 

FIG. 57 is a vertical sectional view of the receiver ad 
jacent the gas sealing collar and its forked operating arm; 

F.G. 58 is a perspective view of the gas sealing collar 
removed from the gun mechanism; 

F.G. 59 is a perspective view taken from the right side 
of the top cover of the gun mechanism and showing cover 
construction and the series of round control pawls mount 
ed thereon; 
FIG. 60 is a vertical sectional view through the top 

cover as viewed from a line substantially corresponding 
to line 6G-60 of FIG. 59 and showing details of the 
rearward gate pawl; 
F.G. 61 is a vertical sectional view through the cover 

taken on a line substantially corresponding to line 6A-61 
of FIG. 59 and showing details of the forward round con 
trol guides; 
F.G. 62 is a schematic view of the path of a round in 

normal feed passing from right to left from the round exit 
station of the transfer mechanism, through the gun mech 
anism and to the ejection mechanism, showing the various 
feed and control elements located in this area; 
FIG. 63 is a changed position view of a portion of the 

structure illustrated in FIG. 62; 
FIG. 64 shows a portion of the structure of FIG. 62 in 

a further changed position; 
F.G. 65 is a schematic view of the path of succeeding 

rounds to the by-pass mechanism upon the occurrence of 
a hangfire or misfire condition at the round firing position; 
FIGS. 66 and 67 are detailed sectional views showing 
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the by-pass door in a closed or pawl resetting position and 
open position, respectively; 

FIG. 68 is an exploded schematic perspective view of 
the feed and control elements for controlling round entry 
into the gun mechanism; 

FIG. 69 is a top plan view of the sear trigger mech 
anism mounted on the rear feed sprocket bearing support 
of the gun receiver, the bearing support having been re 
moved from the gun mechanism; 
FIG. 70 is a rear elevational view of the sear trigger 

mechanism with its associated sear and feed operating 
slide shown positioned therebeneath; 

FIG. 71 is a front elevational view of the sear trigger 
mechanism; 
FIG. 72 is a slightly enlarged vertical sectional view 

taken through the Sear, operating slide, and a portion of 
the backplate, the slide being shown in its rearward seared 
position; 

FIG. 73 is an exploded perspective schematic view of 
the sear and sear trigger mechanism elements; 

FIG. 74 is a top plan view of the right and left hand 
case ejection systems with the feed sprockets for right and 
left hand gun mechanisms also shown to illustrate the 
direction of round case movement into the ejection sys 
tem; 

FIG. 75 is a vertical sectional view of the case ejection 
chute taken along a line substantially corresponding to 
line 75-75 of FIG.74; 
FIG. 76 is an enlarged transverse sectional view of a 

firing Switch interlock and switch opening means therefor 
taken along a line Substantially corresponding to line 
76-76 of FIG.74; 

FIG. 77 is a side elevational view of the round ejection 
System with the cradle being shown by broken lines; 

FIG. 77A is a vertical sectional view through the case 
deflector assembly; 

FIG. 78 is a transverse sectional view of the case 
ejection mechanism taken from the rear and looking 
forwardly, with the locations of the right and left hand 
round feed sprockets shown in phanton; 
FIG. 79 is an enlarged side elevational view of a por 

tion of the ejection mechanism of FIG. 78, showing the 
case ejection crosshead latch and operating cam means 
therefor; 

FIG. 80 is an enlarged transverse sectional view of the 
pair of ejection cylinders and their locking pins, portions 
of the adjacent cradle structure being shown by broken 
lines; 
FIG. 81 is a longitudinal sectional view of the case 

ejection cylinder; 
FIG. 82 is a transverse sectional view of the gas cylin 

der portion of the case ejection cylinder taken on a line 
Substantially corresponding to line 82-82 of FIG. 81; 

FIG. 83 is an enlarged perspective view of the floating 
check valve used in the fluid buffer piston of the buffer 
cylinder shown in FIG. 81; 

FIG. 84 is an enlarged perspective view of the fluid 
buffer piston used in the buffer cylinder of FIG. 81; 

FIGS. 85A and 85B represent the electrical circuitry 
employed in the system of the present invention and, as 
shown, illustrate the condition of the various circuits dur 
ing loading and unloading of rounds into and from the 
magazine and transfer mechanism; and 
FIG. 86 represents a portion of the circuitry of FIGS. 

85A and 85B and additional switches and relays required 
in the firing cycle. 

GENERAL MOUNT DESCRIPTION 

Referring first to FIGS. 1 through 5 which are general 
arrangement views of the entire system of the present 
invention, it will be observed that a twin weapon mount, 
generally designated by numeral 100, is shown mounted 
on a fixed stand 101 such as those which are presently 
in use on naval vessels. The mount comprises a platform 
carriage 102 which supports thereabove the gun and 
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round handling mechanisms of the present invention and 
carriers therebeneath mount drive and power components 
forming no part of the present invention. The carriage 
102 is rotatably supported for movement in train on roller 
bearings (not shown) which engage a mating roller path 
(not shown) formed in a fixed training circle gear 63. 
A carriage mounted drive pinion 104 is drivingly meshed 
with the training circle 63 for driving the mount in train. 
The additional power and associated equipment such as 
motors, firing cutouts, brakes, clutches and buffers, 
carried beneath the carriage, form no part of the instant 
invention and will not be described in detail. 

Located centrally atop the carriage is a pair of trunnion 
bearings 105 which support therebetween, an elevatable 
cradle 106. An elevating arc 130 is secured to left hand 
side of cradle 106, as viewed in FIG. 5, and is driven by a 
conventional elevating pinion (not shown) to move the 
entire cradle in elevation. An elevation stop buffer 13 
and a depression stop buffer 132 are provided, as shown 
in FIGS. 2 and 4. The central portion of the cradle sup 
ports a pair of right and left hand gun mechanisms 107 
and 108 each gun mechanism having a rifled barrel 109 
and 10, both respectively, protruding from the front por 
tion of the cradle. A twin case ejection system is is also 
carried by the cradle and is located between the gun 
mechanisms. Secured to opposite sides of the cradle and 
elevatable therewith, are right and left hand round trans 
fer mechanisms 12 and 113, respectively, the outer ends 
of which are supported in bearings 14 carried by similar 
right and left hand pedestals 15 secured to the top of the 
carriage 162. An elevation response arc 16 is also se 
cured to the outboard ends of each round transfer mech 
anism and is in contact with elevation response gearing 
17 connected to suitable firing cutouts during adjustment 

of gun elevation. In addition, the elevation response gear 
ing repositions certain elements in the transfer mechanism . 
drive gearing to maintain alignment of feed star wheels 
at the round entry end of the transfer mechanism, to be 
described later, regardless of angle of gun elevation. This 
is accomplished by means of suitable differential gearing, 
not shown. Right and left hand round storage magazines 
118 and 119, respectively, are mounted outboard of the 
cradle on the carriage and overlie the major portion of 
the top surfaces of each round transfer mechanism. 
Right and left magazine loaders 120 and 121, respectively, 
are mounted on the forward and lower front end of each 
magazine through which rounds may be fed to the maga 
zine to load endless round carrying chains, later described, 
moving through each magazine. Access doors 122 permit 
access to the loader during periods of magazine loading 
and unloading. - 
A shield 123 secured to the carriage, completely en 

closes the mount units and forms a weather seal for the 
mount units and mount operator. The top central por 
tion of the shield supports a control compartment 24 
which includes a transparent observation dome 25 ex 
tending above the shield. A gun port shield 26 mates 
with a circular path 27 formed in the shield and may 
have inflatable waterproof sealing elements (not shown) 
for sealing the movable elements when in stowed condi 
tion. 
A fixed case ejection chute 128, formed in the central 

floor portion of the carriage, is curved to conform with 
the sweeps of a pair of case deflector assemblies A29 
carried by the afore-mentioned case ejection system 11: 
and delivers empty cases out of the front end of the 
mount. Suitable coolant lines 33 are employed to carry 
water to and from the gun cooling system which forms 
no part of the present invention. 

MAGAZINE LOADER 

As hereinbefore noted, a round loader is provided at 
the forward and lower end of each magazine. Briefly, its 
operation is as follows: rounds are manually aligned on a 
horizontal, round receiving tray and are rolled over spring 
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biased pawls into the upper end of a substantially vertical 
loading chute through which the rounds drop to the lower 
end of the chute and are there picked up by a pair of star 
wheels and cooperating round engaging lugs mounted on 
traveling magazine chains. 

Referring next to FiGS. 7 through 12, a round loader 
128 is there illustrated as comprising a vertical chute 298 
having an inlet at its upper end and delivering from its 
lower end to a magazine round entry station where the 
magazine chain and its associated round engaging lugs 
successively move the rounds into the magazine. The 
chute includes relatively wide front and rear walls 20 and 
202, respectively, and narrower side walls 2.93. The rear 
wall is curved at its upper end in a forward direction as at 
204 to form a round receiving opening. 
A horizontal tray 205 is in substantially horizontal 

alignment with the lower edge of the round receiving 
opening of the chute and thus forms an open extension 
of the chute front wall 292. In the embodiment illus 
trated, the tray is rectangular in shape and includes a pair 
of l-shaped guide members 206. The circular end flanges 
of each round are guided between the outer side edges of 
tray 205 and the upwardly extending portion 267 of the 
guide members, the intermediate portion of the round roll 
ing upon tray 205. 
The tray 205 is cut away or otherwise formed with 

openings 298 intermediate its sides at a series of locations 
along the length of the tray and in which are mounted 
elongated, spring-biased, round restraining pawls 289. In 
the illustrated embodiment of the invention the pawls are 
of a length to engage only the reduced diameter portion 
2 of the round R, shown in phantom in FIG. 9, the cir 
cular end or base flanges 213 of the round extending be 
low the sides of the tray to be guided as mentioned here 

As illustrated, pawls 209 may be formed of 
flat stock, one edge portion being bent as at 214 to form 
bearings surrounding a fixed cross shaft 25. A coiled 
tension spring 216 on the cross shaft urges the pawl in 
dividual thereto upwardly while an edge of each cutout 
portion 27 of the tray functions as a stop to prevent up 
ward motion of its respective pawl beyond a predeter 
mined height and angle... The free edge of each pawl is 
turned and bent upon itself as at 218 to reinforce the 
round engaging edge. These pawls permit round move 
ment in the direction of chute 200 but prevent the rounds 
from moving away from the chute. The forward end of 
the tray is turned upwardly as at 29 so as to restrain the 
last round placed on the tray. 
The tray is pivotally supported by a hinge 221. Spaced 

legs 222 having appropriately slotted brace members 223 
are provided for positioning and maintaining the tray in 
the loading position. Thus the tray may be lowered when 
not in use, as shown in FIG. 13. 

Just inside the inlet of the chute is an ammunition stop 
or loader gate comprising a pair of round engaging fingers 
224 secured to a cross shaft 225. These fingers may be 
actuated by a solenoid L-5 (FIGS. 7, 8, 13 and 85B) and 
any suitable linkage such, for example, as that shown at 
227 to control entry of the rounds into the loader chute. 
Round engaging guides 228 extending the length of the 
chute are provided on the rear and front walls and are 
spaced from the side walls 203 so that the round flanges 
213 will be received between the guides and the side walls 
to thereby guide each round during its movement through 
the chute. Additional relatively short guides 229 are 
placed adjacent the round engaging fingers 224 to engage 
the central portion of the round and assist in the initial 
alignment of the round as it enters the chute at which time 
its direction of travel changes from the horizontal to the 
vertical, 
Mounted centrally and adjacent the bottom of the chute 

in a cutout portion of the rear wall 262 is a pair of switch 
actuators generally designated by numeral 231 and best 
shown in F.G. 11, each including a vertically depending 
actuator bar 232. Each bar is pivotally supported by link 
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233 at its upper end and by a link 234 at its lower end, 
each link in turn being pivotally secured to a central, fixed 
U-shaped bracket 235 rigidly secured to a cross member 
236 on the rear wall of the chute. The bracket 235 Sup 
ports two spring biased bell cranks 237 pivoted on a com 
mon shaft 238, one leg of each bell crank contacting the 
upper and inner surface of its respective actuator bar and 
the other leg contacting its adjacent switch S-6 or S-7. 
The spring biasing of the bell cranks urges the actuator 
bars into the path of the round. Thus as the first round 
actuates the switches S-6 and S-7, a "Load Clear' light, 
FIG. 85B, will be illuminated, and a magazine drive Switch 
S-5, FIG. 85B, may, at this time, be manually closed to 
start the feed of the rounds from the loader into the maga 
zine. Switches S-6 and S-7 are so interlocked electrically 
as to stop the magazine drive should a lapse occur in the 
successive filling of rounds in the chute 200. This elimi 
nates any blank round position or “bubble' in the 
magazine. 
The lower forward section of the front wall 201 is hinged 

at 239 forming a door 241 for stripping rounds from the 
magazine in the event firing has terminated with a partial 
load left in the magazine. 

in this event, spring-biased door locks 242 are released, 
the magazine drive is reversed and rounds will be passed 
through the opened door 241 and over an inclined ramp 
243 which is aligned with the door and end walls of the 
loader. 

MAGAZINE 

A compact, large capacity, magazine in the general shape 
of an inverted U is provided for each gun, and, in the in 
stant disclosure, the right magazine is illustrated in detail, 
the left magazine being similar except for a reversal of 
parts. In brief, as shown in FIG. 14, the passage of rounds 
into and from the magazine is as follows: when the rounds 
have passed through the loader, they are at the forward 
and lower end of the inverted U-shaped magazine. The 
rounds are then engaged by a pair of magazine feed star 
wheels operating in synchronism with round engaging lugs 
mounted on relatively spaced rods extending between a 
pair of endless chains. When engaged by the chain the 
path of the rounds is up the front leg of the U-shaped 
magazine, across the top, down the back leg and, after 
making a series of such similar flights, the round emerges 
near the upper inner portion of the front leg. Suitable 
guide rails, both straight and curved, are disposed as 
needed throughout the magazine for guiding engagement 
with the rounds. The chains may be sprocket driven, and 
sufficient idlers are provided to keep the requisite tension 
and to conform the chain to the various channels formed 
by the guide rails. At the round entry end of the magazine 
cam and switch means are provided to control the maga 
zine in reverse drive during unloading and refilling opera 
tions of a partially filled magazine. The magazine round 
exit end contains switch means for controlling the loader 
mounted round engaging fingers and also a pair of driven 
magazine exit star wheels cooperating with a series of ad 
ditional driven star wheels on a round transfer mechanism, 
the latter being relatively movable with respect to the 
magazine. 

Referring now to the drawings and particularly to FIGS. 
7, 8, 11 and 12 to 23 inclusive, there is shown an inverted, 
U-shaped magazine, generally designated by numeral 13 
having an inclined forward leg portion 301, an upper and 
rearwardly extending portion 362 and a downwardly ex 
tending, inclined rear leg portion 393. As is best shown 
in FIGS. 7, 8, and 14, at the front and lower end of the 
forward leg portion is located the loader 120, described 
hereinbefore, which supplies rounds to a pair of magazine 
round entry end star wheels 394 secured to a cross shaft 
305 which is journalled in bearing member 306 in the 
lower right and left magazine side wall members 325. 
As illustrated in FIGS. 7 and 8, the loader side walls 203 
are outboard of the entry end star wheels 364. Thus, the 
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round ends are guided in lateral motion so that the rounds 
may be properly positioned on star wheels 364. 
As shown by FIGS. 7, 8, and 14, the shaft 305 is verti 

cally and rearwardly displaced from a chain sprocket shaft 
307 on which are mounted a pair of chain idler sprockets 
39S over which run a pair of endless round carrying chains 
309. Chain idler rollers 311 are freely carried by shaft 
305 and function to maintain the chains in engagement 
with idler sprockets 308 and assure the maintenance of the 
desired configuration of the rapidly moving chains as they 
change direction from the horizontal to a nearly vertical 
direction of travel. Rollers 311 also prevent whip or 
flexing of the chains. The idler sprockets 308 and 310, 
mounted on shafts 397 and 312, respectively, are employed 
for the additional purposes of establishing the desired 
travel path for the rounds at desired locations within the 
Inagazine and for supporting the chains along the length 
of the travel path. 

Referring to FIGS. 8 and 12, the chain sprocket and 
star wheel shafts 307 and 305 have synchronizing gears 
314 and 315, both respectively, mounted on one end of 
each shaft, the gears maintaining a fixed relationship be 
tween the drive arms of the star wheels and the round 
engaging lugs carried by the chains. Additionally, an 
adjustable multilobed cam 3i6 is secured adjacent gear 
315 on shaft 365, the cam engaging a switch S-13. This 
switch causes the magazine drive in reverse to stop with 
the star wheels 304 aligned in a position to again receive 
rounds from chute 200. This function will be apparent 
from the circuitry shown in FIGS. 85A and 85B, described 
hereinafter. Thus, the possibility of a round becoming 
jammed between star wheels 304 and the chute 200 is 
eliminated. 

Referring to FGS. 8 and 21, it will be observed that 
on each of the rods 313 are secured, inboard of the chains, 
a pair of cam shaped, round engaging lugs 317. These 
lugs contact the reduced diameter portion of each round 
and are so spaced along the chain that a round is receiv 
able between a pair of lugs on one cross rod and a pair 
of lugs on the next succeeding cross rod. Lugs 317 also 
function to reduce chain whip, the fingers 319 of the lugs 
37 engaging the round guide rails, described later, should 
the chain tend to whip. Lateral motion of the round in 
a direction transverse to the chains is prevented by circu 
lar round engaging retainers 318, a pair being mounted 
on and Secured at the end of each cross rod 353 adjacent 
the inner edge of each chain 309. 

in F.G.S. 3, 4, 5, and 13, the forward and rearward 
legs 381 and 303, respectively, of the magazine are dis 
closed as including open framework portions and may, 
if desired, be fabricated from vertically and horizontally 
extending angle bars 322 and 323, respectively. Refer 
ence is now made to FIGS. 13, 14, and 15 wherein the 
forward leg 301 is illustrated as being supported by a base 
324 including a pair of horizontally extending channel 
shaped side walls 325 rigidly retained in parallel spaced 
lateral relationship by a series of cross members 326 
similar to those on the rear leg (FIG. 15). The medial 
portions of the base side walls have a series of bearings 
327 which support a plurality of cross, chain idler sprocket 
shafts 337, FiG. 14, each of which has a pair of chain 
engaging Sprockets 308 over which run the round carrier 
chains 339. Spaced inboard from the side walls 325, and 
extending upwardly are a series of round engaging, ver 
tically inclined, guide rails 331 by which the rounds are 
guided in their various movements through the magazine. 
The upper ends of these guide rails are rigidly connected 
as at 332 to Smooth, continuous, mating curved portions 
333 of horizontally extending guide rails 334 located in 
the upper central section 302. 
The lipper forward, upper central and upper rear sec 

tions 346, 347, and 348, respectively, are made in sub 
stantially the same manner as the afore-mentioned base 
324 in that they respectively comprise a pair of horizon 

75 tally extending generally similar side walls 335 with a 
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series of irregularly spaced bearings 327 supporting cross 
sprocket shafts 307, each shaft having a pair of trans 
versely spaced sprockets 308 affixed thereto. in addition, 
there are provided on the upper magazine sections a pill 
rality of bearing assemblies 336, supporting stub shafts 
337, each stub shaft carrying a small idler sprocket 310. 
Adequate cross members 339 secured to the guide rails 
334 and side walls 335 are supplied to insure rigidity of 
the entire unit. The horizontal rails 334 in turn mate 
smoothly by way of curved portions 341 with rear, ver 
tically inclined guide rails 342. 

Rails 342 are rigidly connected to curved portions 343 
of the horizontal rails by any suitable means such, for 
example, as that illustrated at 343. Rails 342 are rigidly 
affixed to the rear, lower base 344, this base being formed 
in substantially the same manner as the forward, lower 
base 324. The rear base comprises a pair of side walls 
345, a plurality of bearings 327 supporting similar cross 
sprocket shafts 307, each having a pair of transversely 
spaced sprockets 388 attached thereto. 

Returning now to a further consideration of the upper 
central portion 347, and particularly referring to FIGS. 
13, 14, 16, 18, 24 and 25, and it will be observed that 
on the lower side thereof, and adjacent the rear of the 
forward leg portion 391 is located the magazine round 
exit station, generally designated 351. This round exit 
comprises a depending extension of the side walls 335 
of the upper central portion 347 and carries a round 
loading stop mechanism 352, a pair of magazine exit 
star wheels 353, chain tension adjusting means 354 and a 
plate 355. Plate 355 is provided with a slot 356 for en 
gagement with extensible round guide links, mentioned 
hereinafter, mounted on a cooperating transfer mech 
anism, generally designated by numeral 112. 
The round loading stop mechanism 352, best viewed 

in FigS. 24 and 25, is mounted on the upper side of a 
support plate 358 located above and to the rear of the 
round exit station 35A and comprises a round engaging 
actuator bar 359 pivotally supported at its upper end 
by a pair of links 36 and at its lower end by a single 
link 362. The upper and lower links are in turn pivotally 
connected to a fixed central bracket 363 attached to sup 
port piate 358. On the central bracket a spring biased 
bell crank 364 urges actuator bar 359 into the path of 
the oncoming rounds. Presence of a round along the bar 
displaces the bar and rotates bell crank 364 to open 
switch S-9. Actuation of switch S-9 de-energizes sole 
noid L-5 on the loader causing the round engaging fingers 
224 to move into the loader feed path and stop any further 
rounds from entering the loader. The magazine drive will 
now continue for a long enough period to empty the loader 
of the remaining rounds and will also allow the magazine 
to feed and fill an adjacent transfer mechanism. 

Located below the loading stop mechanism 352 and 
supported from the same support plate 358 is a pair of 
magazine exit star wheels 353 engageable with the middle 
portions of the rounds. The star wheels are driven in 
synchronism with the round carrying chains 309 by means 
of a drive gear assembly referred to generally by numeral 
365 secured to the magazine adjacent the gun side, as 
best shown in F.G. 16. The gear assembly 365 com 
prises an input shaft 366 directly coupled to a power take 
of chain sprocket shaft 326. The power take-off sprocket 
shaft 326 is located in the round exit end of the magazine 
adjacent the exit star wheels. An output shaft 367 from 
gear assembly 365 has the same speed ratio of the input 
shaft and is coupled by flexible coupling 358 to the star 
wheel drive input shaft 369 and thence through suitable 
gearing contained within housing 376 to star wheels 353. 
Thus, the chains and the star wheels are constantly driven 
in timed relationship to secure smooth interchange of 
rounds from the magazine to the associated round transfer 
mechanism. As illustrated in FIGS. 24 and 25, these fixed 
star wheels 353 cooperate with two other pairs of rela 
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tively displaceable star wheels mounted on the transfer 
mechanism 2 to be more fully described later. 

Suitable chain tensioning means 354 (F.G. 13), briefly 
mentioned hereinbefore, may be mounted on the inside 
and cutside faces of the side walls 335 of the upper cen 
tral portion 347 of the magazine. This tensioning means 
includes mounting bearings, not shown, for a cross idler 
sprocket shaft 3 2 (FIG. 14) having a slidable plate 371 
secured to each end thereof. One end of each slidable 
plate 371 has an upturned flange 372 which is drilled 
to receive a tension adjusting bolt 373, the other end of 
which is threadably adjustable in a support lug 374 mount 
ed on side wall 335 of the magazine. The slidable plate 
is held down by a series of clamps 375 fastened to a 
grooved retaining plate 376 on which the slidable plate 
37 moves. Thus, it will be seen that adjustment of the 
tension bolt 373 on each side of the magazine will move 
the slidable plates 371 fixed on the ends of the cross 
sprocket shaft 312 and thus adjust the tension of the 
chains 389. 
The magazine drive units (FIGS. 13, 14 and 19) in 

clude a magazine power drive 377 carried on the under 
side of the rotatable stand 02 and transmits power up 
wardly via shafting 378 to a combined magazine and 
transfer drive assembly, generally designated 379. At this 
point the power is split in a horizontal forward and 
rearward direction to similar magazine chain drive hous 
ings 381 from which power is fed to drive sprockets 303' 
in the rearward and forward base portions 344 and 324, 
respectively. A vertical shaft 382 transmits power up 
wardly to a transfer mechanism to be later described. 

TRANSFER MECHANISM 
Referring now to the general arrangement drawings, 

FIGS. 1, 3 and 5, there is shown located in the opening 
formed by the legs of each magazine, fan-shaped transfer 
mechanisms 2 and 13, each attached to and movable 
with its adjacent gun mechanism. At their outer ends 
each transfer mechanism is supported by a pedestal or 
stand 15. The function of the transfer mechanism is to 
receive the rounds from the magazine at right angles to 
the normal feed of the gun mechanism and swing the 
base of each round through an arc of substantially 90 
into a position parallel with the gun barrel axis. Details 
of the right hand transfer mechanism only are shown, the 
left hand being similar except for a reversal of parts. 

Before proceeding to the detailed description of the 
transfer mechanism, the operation of this mechanism will 
be described briefly. From the magazine round exit star 
wheels 353 the rounds are delivered into an upper and 
lower set of round entry star wheels on the transfer mech 
anism. The rounds are then fed to a position of engage 
ment at their outer ends with sets of round engaging car 
riers. These carriers are mounted on chains which travel 
in curved guideways formed in the upper cover and lower 
floor of the transfer mechanism. By these carriers the 
rounds are swung about an arcuate path guided by upper 
and lower rails and are released from the engaging car 
riers upon delivery adjacent round exit star wheels and a 
pair of lifter pawls. The lifter pawls move the rounds 
into a by-pass mechanism when certain conditions exist in 
the gun, as will be more fully understood as the descrip 
tion proceeds. The exit star wheels move the rounds into 
the gun when conditions in the latter are favorable for 
firing. The transfer mechanism is affixed to the gun and 
moves in elevation therewith so that it can continually 
feed rounds at any angle of gun elevation. By this ar 
rangement the entry end of the transfer mechanism re 
mains adjacent the magazine exit and is rotated as the gun 
elevates. 

Referring now to FIGS. 26 through 32, the fan-shaped 
transfer mechanism comprises an upper cover 40; and a 
lower floor 462, each spaced vertically from one another 
to form a housing with a curved passageway having a 
round entry end 403 and a round exit end 404. Mounted 
in a recessed housing 485 adjacent the entry end 403 is a 
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pair of lower round entry star wheels 466 which coact 
with a similar pair of upper round entry star wheels 467 
mounted above and attached to the upper cover 461. 
Referring now to FIGS. 24, 25, 29 and 32, a pair of 
pivoted round guide links 408 are each secured at one end 
to upstanding lugs 409 mounted on the floor adjacent and 
outboard of the lower round entry star wheels 406. These 
guide links have pins 411 secured to their free ends and 
which ride in an angled slot 356 formed in plate 355 lo 
cated at the magazine round exit end 351. 
From FIG. 24 it will be seen that at 0 gun elevation 

the links 408 form a guide extension of the round path 
from the magazine to the transfer mechanism and also 
function to hold the rounds in engagement with the Star 
wheels. Movement of the transfer mechanism, which is 
rigidly connected to the gun, from 0 to 90 gun elevation, 
causes the pin 411 to move upwardly and forwardly in 
slot 356 thereby retracting guide links 408, the latter not 
being needed at 90 elevation of the gun. 

Continuing to refer to FIG. 24, as each round ap 
proaches the round entry end 493 of the transfer mecha 
nism, the round is momentarily detained to insure align 
ment with chain mounted rounds carriers, described in 
detail hereinafter, about to engage the round. This 
momentary detention of each round is effected by a detent 
452 resiliently biased toward a round engaged position 
by spring 410 and pivoted at one end, as at 412a, to the 
upper cover 401 of the transfer mechanism. A stop lug 
(not shown) limits maximum downward travel of the 
detent. This detent has a round engaging medial portion 
413 and a free end 424 carrying a roller 425. The roller 
45 engages a multilobed cam 416, also secured to the 
upper cover of the transfer mechanism. Cam 416 is 
driven in synchronism with the round carriers, each lobe 
47 of the cam momentarily preventing upward move 
ment of the detent 412 away from the path of the round. 
Rotation of cam 45.6 sequentially moves the recesses 
formed between the lobes to a position opposite roller 45 
thereby enabling detent 412 to Swing upwardly under the 
force exerted by round pressure into a round disengaged 
position thereby enabling the detained round to pass into 
the transfer mechanism. 
As shown in FIG. 31, as the round is moved into the 

transfer mechanism, the flanged ends of the rounds are 
guided in paths formed by arcuate inner and outer guide 
rails 418 and 419, respectively, secured to the floor 402. 
Similar inner and outer guide rails 421 and 422, re 
spectively, (FIGS. 36 and 39) are secured to the top cover 
401 substantially in vertical alignment with the lower 
guide rails. 
As best illustrated in FGS. 36 and 39, the lower outer 

chain 423 moves between an upstanding edge 424 and 
a spaced flange 425 which are duplicated by corresponding 
inverted members 426 and 427, respectively, in the top 
cover 40 to provide a guide for the upper outer chain 
428. Considering FIG. 36, outer chain rollers 429 roll 
between guide surfaces 431, and the step on the inner 
surface of flange 425. Forward camming roller 432 rolls 
between cam surface 433 and the inner surface of flange 
425. A rear camming roller 434 rolls between cam Sur 
face 435 and the inner surface of flange 427. 
The pair of endless outer roller chains 423 and 428 

move in the arcuate paths defined by the guideways 
formed by the afore-mentioned upstanding edges 424 and 
426 and flanges 425 and 427. Chains 423 and 428 are 
driven by ganged sprockets. Power drives are connected 
in any suitable manner, this not forming a part of the 
present invention, to selected ones or all of the outer 
chain sprockets 436 and 438 and the inner chain sprockets 
437 and 439. 
As best shown in FIGS. 37 and 38, rollers 429, afore 

mentioned, are carried between the outer chains 423 
and 428 and are located adjacent the inner sides of each 
chain. Connecting each chain 423 and 428 is a cross link 
shaft 443 on certain ones of which are mounted outer 
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forward or rearward round engaging carriers 444 and 
445, respectively, the forward direction being the direction 
of chain travel when feeding rounds to the gun mecha 
IIS). 

Referring now particularly to FIGS. 36, 37 and 38, 
the outer forward carrier 444, pivotally carried by boss 
446 on a cross shaft 443, has a forwardly and upwardly 
extending round engaging finger 447 at one end and a 
motion limit stop 448 at the other end normally in 
engagement with the adjacent chain cross shaft. The 
camming roller 432, mentioned previously, is mounted 
on the round carrier between finger end 449 thereof and 
the point of pivotation which is at boss 446. This cam 
ming roiler 432 is provided for the purpose of extending 
or retracting finger end 449 into or from the path of the 
incoming rounds. 

Continuing to refer to FIGS. 36, 37 and 38, the outer 
rear carrier 445 functions in a similar manner as the 
outer forward carrier. However, the manner in which 
carrier 445 functions and the structural details thereof are 
substantially reversed from those of carrier 444. The 
outer rear carrier is pivotally mounted by boss 459 on one 
of the cross shafts 443 and has a rearwardly and out 
wardly extending round engaging finger 461 at one end 
thereof and a finger motion limit stop 462 at the other 
end normally in engagement with the next adjacent cross 
shaft 443 in the forward direction. As afore-mentioned, 
the camming roller 434 is mounted on the rear round 
carrier 445 and intermediate the finger 461 and pivot boss 
459 for coaction with appropriate cam surfaces, men 
tioned later, to effect extension or retraction of the finger. 
The inner round carriers, while performing the same 

general round gripping function of the outer carriers, 
differ from the outer carriers in structure and operation. 
The inner rear carrier, generally designated by numeral 
481 (FIGS. 35 and 39 through 41) comprises a relatively 
broad base portion 482 secured between the upper and 
lower chains by means of forward and rear cross links 
472, passing through apertures 483 of the base. Inter 
mediate the longitudinal edges of the base portion 482 
is a laterally extending lug 484 notched at its outer end 
to form a finger 485 which is adapted to engage with the 
end flange of a round. Adjacent the lug 484, the base 
482 has a cutout portion 486 in which the forward car 
rier 457 is pivotally mounted on one of the cross link 
shafts 472 which extends through rearward apertures 
483 provided in the rear carrier and the aperture 487 
in the forward carrier. Forwardly of and in line with 
the base cutout portion 486 and integral with the lug 
484 is an abutment 488, FIG. 35, which functions as 
a forward motion stop for the forward carrier 457. 

Continuing with the consideration of FIGS. 35, 39, 
40 and 41, the inner forward carrier 457 is L-shaped 
in plan view and has a horizontally extending notched 
finger 458 arranged at substantially right angles to a line 
drawn between apertures 487 and 491. The pivot 
aperture 487 is located at the apex of the L-shaped 
carrier. The rearwardly extending leg 492 of the carrier 
is aligned with the axis of chain travel. The camming 
roller 456 is rotatably mounted by pin 493, FIG. 40, 
which is carried within aperture 495 on the rearwardmost 
end of leg 492. By such an arrangement provision is 
made for extension and retraction of finger 458 simul 
taneously with that of carriers 444 and 445 on the afore 
mentioned outer chains. 
The lower inner chain guide (FIG. 34) is provided 

with similar straight and curved cam portions 454 and 
455, respectively, each being located opposite the corre 
sponding cam portions 452 and 453, respectively, on the 
lower outer guide. Thus, it will be understood that the 
cam roller 456 for the inner guide forward round carrier, 
generally referenced by numeral 457, will be retained in 
retracted position during movement of the preceding 
round beyond the straight portion 454. Further move 
ment of roller 456 beyond the short curve cam portion 
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455 causes a rapid extension of a finger 458 of the inner 
guide forward round carrier into gripping contact with 
the leading edge of the inner flange of the next round. 
Although power may be applied to any or all of 

sprockets 436 through 439, as afore-mentioned, it will be 
noted that, as herein disclosed, the paired outer carrier 
chains 423 and 428 are driven by means of paired drive 
chain sprockets 438 located at the exit end of the trans 
fer case. Referring particularly to FIG. 31, the outer 
chains move radially about a substantially semicircular 
portion 466 formed by the guideways and then are guided 
over a similar pair of chain sprockets 436 located on the 
corner adjacent to and outboard of the round entry end 
403 of the transfer case. Intermediate these two sets of 
chain sprockets 436 and 438 and in engagement with the 
side of the chains returning to the round entry end is an 
other pair of idler chain sprockets 467 having adjustable 
means, generally designated at 468 to maintain the desired 
tension on the outer chains. 

Referring now to the details of the inner chain portion 
of the transfer mechanism, and particularly to FIGS. 31, 
34, 35, and 39 through 41, there is shown a pair of ver 
tically spaced upper and lower chains 469 and 475, re 
spectively, having cross link shafts 472 on each end of 
which are mounted rollers 473. These chains move in 
arcuate upper and lower guideways 474 and 475, formed 
with the cover and floor portions 401 and 402, both re 
spectively, of the transfer case by means similar to those 
employed for the outer chains 423 and 428, previously 
described. These chains 469 and 471 are driven by means 
of a pair of chain drive sprockets 439 mounted at the 
round exit end of the transfer case. The pair of chain 
sprockets 437 are provided at the round entry end of the 
transfer case to return the chains and, as disclosed here 
in, are idler sprockets. Intermediate these two pairs of 
sprockets 437 and 439 on the path of chain return to the 
round entry end, an additional pair of idler chain 
sprockets 476 is provided and includes adjusting means 

. 477 for adjusting chain tension. 
Referring now to FIGS. 31, 33 and 34, it will be noted 

that the direction of travel of the outer chains is counter 
clockwise about a pair of round entry chain sprockets 
436, previously mentioned. As a chain segment, compris 
ing several chain elements on each of the outer chains 
423 and 428 progresses into the round entry end of the 
transfer mechanism, the forward carrier camming roller 
432 of the chain segment first engages a radial portion 
451 of the outer guide and on the lower portion of the 
transfer case. This engagement causes the forward car 
rier 444 to be retracted at this point. The forward cam 
ming roller 432 is next guided along a relatively straight 
line surface 452, the length of which is substantially 
equal to the width of the end of the round flange. Cam 
surface 452 terminates in a short reverse-curve cam por 
tion portion 453 which merges with the much shallower 
curve of the guide proper. 
The operation of the rear round carrier 445 of the 

outer guide portion of the transfer mechanism will now be 
described. As the rear carrier approaches the entry 
end of the transfer mechanism, the cam roller 434 first 
contacts a radial guide cam portion 462 (shown in 
phantom in FIG. 34 because it is above the plane of the 
paper) carried by the upper cover. This cam roller 434 
causes rear carrier finger 461 to be extended at this 
point. The extended position of finger 461 is maintained 
as the camming roller 434 traverses a straight guide can 
portion 460 (also shown in phantom in FIG. 34) arranged 
at right angles to the transfer case round entry. The rear 
camming roller 434 next traverses a short radius guide 
cam portion 463 which rapidly changes the direction of 
travel of roller 434 and causes the speed of travel of 
carrier finger 461 to be accelerated to a position of en 
gagement with the following edge of the base flange 
of the entering round R. 
As will be observed from an inspection of FIG. 33, as 
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8 
the outer guide round carriers approach the exit end of 
the transfer mechanism, the forward carrier cam roller 
432 moves about a short radius guide cam portion 464 
formed in the floor guides thereby causing the carrier to 
rapidly Swing out of the path of the round R as the 
latter leaves the transfer mechanism. Simultaneously 
with the removal of the forward carrier from a round, 
the rear carrier cam roller 434 is also caused to move 
away from the round by moving into a recessed guide 
cam portion 465 (illustrated in phantom in FIG. 33) 
carried by the upper cover guides. 

Reference now being made to FIG. 34, the operation 
of the inner chain carriers 457 and 48 will be described 
These inner carriers travel with sprocket 437 in a clock 
wise direction. The cam rollers 456 on adjacent pairs 
of carriers first engage an arcuate cam groove 494 caus 
ing extreme separation of the forward carrier of one 
pair of carriers and the rearward carrier of the next 
succeeding pair of carriers. Upon further movement, 
the cam roller 456 of the first pair of carriers contacts 
a short, small radius cam guide portion 495 causing 
counterclockwise movement, with respect to the rearward 
carrier 48 of that pair, and retraction of the finger 458 
of forward carrier 457. The finger 458 is next extended 
so as to be in a position approximating that assumed 
when the next round enters the transfer mechanism. 
This is accomplished by the straight cam portion .454 
which corresponds in length to the time interval during 
which no round enters the transfer mechanism. The 
straight portion 454 continues and merges into the 
arcuate guideway 475 by means of an additional reverse 
curve cam portion 455 which by coaction with cam roller 
456 causes quick retraction and then extension of finger 
458 into gripping contact with the leading edge of the 
round flange of the next round. Thus, the lower end of 
finger 458 is momentarily stationary, with respect to the 
moving chain, while cam roller 456 negotiates cam por 
tion 455 and thereby provides proper timing of round 
entry into the transfer mechanism. 

It will be remembered that multilobed cam 416, in 
cooperation with detent 412, FIGS. 24 and 25, prevents 
entry of a round into the transfer mechanism until a 
recess on cam 416 is rotated to a position permitting 
entry of detent 412 thereinto. By proper synchroniza 
tion between the rotation of cam 416 and chain motion, 
a cam recess between lobes 417 will not be presented to 
detent 412 until inner rear carrier finger 485, as shown 
in FIGS. 24 and 25, and outer rear carrier finger 461 
have moved into engagement with the trailing edge of 
the inner and outer base flanges, respectively. At this 
moment, the finger 458 of the inner forward carrier, as 
illustrated in FIGS. 24 and 25, and the finger 449 of the 
forward carrier will be stationary and remain so until 
the round has been moved forward by the rear carriers 
into secured relationship with the forward carriers. At 
this instant, all carriers resume forward motion and 
move the round toward the exit end of the transfer mecha 
ISI. 
It is now seen that the rounds, on being released by 

the pair of coacting upper and lower transfer round 
entry star wheels 406 and 407, are substantially simul 
taneously engaged by the forward and rear carriers mount 
ed on the inner and outer chains and are smoothly car 
ried through an arcuate path of substantially 90' to 
produce a corresponding angular change of round atti 
tude. Through suitable gearing (not shown), the outer 
chains will move at a faster rate than the inner chains 
so that the longitudinal axis of each round will be at 
right angles at all times to the chain at its respective sets 
of carriers. 

Reference is now made to FIG. 27 wherein it will be 
observed that as the round approaches the round exit 
end 404 of the transfer mechanism, a pair of exit star 
wheels 496, each having two lobes 497, receives the 
rounds from the carriers and propels them into the gun 
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mechanism or toward a round by-pass depending upon gun 
operating conditions at that particular moment. The 
star wheels rotate in unison and are intermittently driven 
by means of a roller gear cam (not shown) located in 
housings 498 atop the transfer case. 
A pair of driven lifter pawls 580, each consisting of 

two identical arms 50A, rotate about a pivot 502. This 
pivot 562 is vertically displaced in an outboard direction 
in respect to the lower star wheel pivot 593, and thus its 
relationship to the round exit feed star wheel movement 
effects generally a following and pushing action. As 
viewed at the exit end (F.G. 27), the lifter pawls are 
laterally displaced relative to the lower exit star wheels, 
one of the lifter pawls operating between the pair of 
lower star wheels and the other operating outside the 
lower star wheels. Thus, the lifter pawls and star wheels 
engage the round without interference from one another. 

Adjacent the exit end 484 and outboard of the lower 
star wheel is a central switch control arm 504 (FiGS. 27 
and 42) pivotally mounted at 565 in a recess in the floor 
482 of the transfer mechanism. The arm 504 comprises 
an elongated finger portion 536 that engages the lower 
side of a rolling round a distance preceding and up to 
the approximate center of the lower star wheel. The 
finger portion 506 extends forwardly and upwardly at a 
slight angle from the floor and is in engagement with 
the round for a considerable distance during which time, 
it is retained in a depressed position substantially flush 
with the foor. The opposite end of arm 504 is pivotally 
connected to the upper end of a switch actuating bell 
crank 597 by means of a pivoted link 508. The bell 
crank 567, centrally pivoted by pin 509, engages and actu 
ates a pair of upper and lower "First Round' switches 
S-8A and S-38, respectively, that automatically stop 
magazine operation and cause "Load' and "Load Clear' 
lights to be extinguished (FIG. 85B). A spring actuated 
plunger 511, located adjacent the pivot 565 of the arm, 
serves to normaily urge finger 505 upwardly and out 
wardly of the floor and into the path of oncoming 
rounds. 
plunger retaining bracket, serves to limit the maximum 
downward travel of finger 526. 
On either side of the lower star wheel, mounted in 

recesses in the floor, are round operated latches 53 and 
54, respectively. Referring only to the latch 513 (FIGS. 
27 and 43) which is pivotally mounted at 515 below 
the level of the floor 402, it will be observed that the 
latch comprises an upwardly and outwardly extending, 
relatively short finger portion 516 that frictionally en 
gages the lower rolling surface at one end of each oncon 
ing round at the time the round passes over a recess in 
the lower feed Star wheel 496. The round is in contact 
with the latch and the star wheel at the same moment, 
thereby effecting a deceleration of the round and a more 
positive contact between the round and the star wheel. 
A spring actuated plunger 57, located below the latch 
513 and adjacent the pivot 55, bears against the lower 
side of the finger and normally biases it into the path 
of the oncoming rounds. The outer end of the latch 
finger carries a pin 58 which engages an arm end 519 
of an additional switch linkage, generally designated by 
numeral 521. The linkage 52 comprises an elongated 
curved arm 522 pivoted at 523 to a support bracket 524 
on the lower transfer case floor 492, the free end of 
the arm engaging the pin 518, as afore-mentioned. The 
opposite end 525 of the curved arm is pivotally con 
nected to an adjustable link 526 which operates a “Re 
verse Clear” switch S-15 through the medium of bell 
crank 527. The switch S-15 is operatively connected in 
the drive circuit to prohibit reversal of the transfer drive 
mechanism during the time interval of round movement 
over the curved arm 522. A spring 528 secured to 
the curved arm and a nearby wall of the transfer case 
biases the curved arm upwardly and into contact with 
pin 518. 

An angled support 592, forming part of the 
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The latch 514 (FIGS. 27, 44 and 62) comprises the 

same structural details as that of latch 513 except that 
there are no switch connections or linkages. The latch 
514 comprises an upwardly and outwardly extending 
finger portion 529 pivoted at 56 below the level of the 
floor 402. A spring biased plunger 562 normally urges 
the finger into contact with the rolling round. The latch 
514 is laterally aligned with latch 513, both serving to 
operate in unison to decelerate, align and retain rounds at 
this critical control point for further movement into the 
gun mechanism. Thus, as shown in FIG. 62, rebound 
of round against the next succeeding round 2 is pre 
vented. 

BY-PASS AND LIFTER ASSEMBLY 
The rounds are fed from the transfer mechanism to 

the gun mechanism at high rates of feed. Thus in the 
event of a misfire, the gun mechanism would come to 
an instant halt, and by the time the magazine and trans 
fer drive ifiertia could be overcome, a series of rounds 
Would normally have been fed into the area adjacent 
the entry of the gun mechanism. It will be apparent that 
Such an occurrence would cause round jamming and sub 
Stantially contribute to the breakage of parts. To com 
pensate for round misfire, hangfire and jamming, a round 
by-pass is provided to receive the rounds which are lifted 
through a normally closed door, which forms an exten 
Sion of the upper guide rails for the transfer mechanism. 

Referring to FIGS. 1, 4, 5, 6, 29 and particularly to 
FIGS. 28, 45, and 46, it will be noted that a by-pass 
door and lifter mechanism, generally designated by nu 
meral 565 is mounted above and adjacent the exit end 
of the transfer mechanism. Broadly, the mechanism 
comprises a support bracket having a pivoted door and 
a pair of rotatable lifter pawls, the door being operatively 
connected to a transfer drive cutout switch, as will more 
fully appear hereinafter. 
A U-shaped bracket 566 is supported by a pair of 

upstanding legs 567 rigidly secured to the upper portion 
of the transfer mechanism adjacent the vertical side walls 
of the transfer mechanism round exit station 4G4. A 
relatively fiat U-shaped door 563 (FIG. 46), normally 
aligned in a horizontal plane and functioning as a for 
Ward extension of the inner and outer upper round guide 
rails 421 and 422 of the transfer case, is hinged at 569. 
In order normally to maintain the door 568 in a closed 
position to thereby horizontally overlie the passing rounds, 
a pair of overcenter spring locks, generally shown at 
576 and best illustrated in FIG. 47, are provided in a 
plane parallel with the path of round travel and adjacent 
the end hinges 577 on door 568. Each lock 576 in 
cludes a locking dog lever 578 pivoted at 579 to a pair 
of upstanding ears 581 integrally formed with the side 
Walls of the door. The lever 578 is notched at the 
pivot end as at 582, the other end being pivotally con 
Ilected at 583 to a spring urged link 584 which is slidable 
in a pivoted bearing 585 formed in extensions 536 of 
the ears 581. When the door is in a down position, the 
notch 562 of the lever engages a lug 587 formed on the 
gun top cover (FIGS. 45 and 61), and at this time the 
lever is in the full line position of FIG. 47. The posi 
tion of the link pivot 583 is below a line drawn through 
the lever pivot 579 and the pivot point of bearing 585. 
in this position, pivoted bearing 585 effectively functions 
to prevent the door from vibrating open during cycles 
of round passage when a positive door lock (to be later 
described) is in a non-locking position. Excessive up 
Ward pressure on the door by the rounds causes the 
notched lever 578 to overcome the spring tension on 
the link 584 thereby releasing the lever. The lever then 
pivots in a counterclockwise direction and abuts a stop 
588 formed in the top of the pair of ears 58. On the 
underSurface of the door are mounted upper outer and 
inner guide rail extensions 591 and 592, respectively, 
which overlie the rounds and are spaced therefrom in 
Stich a manner as to maintain control of the rounds un 
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til they engage with one of a plurality of round engaging 
pawls, generally indicated at 593 (FIG. 62), and which 
may be considered as a gun entry door, the latter being 
carried by the gun top cover 612. 
At the outer hinge end 567 of the door and rigidly 

secured to a door pivot shaft 569 is a door motion switch 
actuating crank 594 coupled by means of a pivotable link 
age 595 to a switch S-4 mounted on the top side of the 
support bracket 566. The switch is connected to the 
magazine and transfer mechanisms power drive and serves 
to initiate braking action of the magazine and transfer 
mechanisms upon initial opening of the door. 
The round feed and lifter pawl assembly, generally 

designated by numeral 500, is centrally located on the 
underside of the bracket 566 in the U-shaped opening 
formed by its horizontally extending upper portion (FIG. 
25). The pair of driven lifter pawls 50 are rotatably 
mounted at pivot 502 (FIG. 62) at the forward, lower 
end and outboard of a housing 596 (FIG. 27) bolted 
to the bracket 566. These pawls function to lift the 
rounds vertically beyond door 568 and into a suitable 
by-pass chute 601, which will be later described. 

Reference is now made to FIG. 65, wherein is dis 
closed an auxiliary, spring-biased round holding pawl 
602 mounted on the forward face of the housing 596 
and in between lifter pawls 501. This pawl 602 lies in 
the path of rounds being lifted into by-pass chute 605. 
The holding pawl 602 permits rounds to be moved freely 
upward but is spring biased toward a fixed vertically 
inclined angle to prevent rounds which have entered chute 
601 from dropping back down into the round exit end 
of the transfer mechanism. 

Mounted on the side walls of the round exit end 404 
of the transfer mechanism and aligned with and verti 
cally displaced above the door 568, is the round by-pass 
chute or guide 60 as shown in FIG. 45. 

Reference will now be made to FIG. 28, wherein it 
will be noted that the guide 60 comprises a pair of 
similar parallel spaced, upstanding legs. 603 which are 
secured at their lower ends to the transfer mechanism 
side walls, the upper ends being provided with and co 
acting with a pivoted door 604 horizontally extending 
thereacross. The guide 601 is open on the outboard 
side and provided with a partially closed wall 605 ad 
jacent the gun and interiorly of which are mounted a 
plurality of horizontally extending cross support shafts 
666, each shaft carrying a pair of spring-biased pawls 
607 adjacent the shaft ends. The cross shafts 606 are 
journaled in vertically extending L-shaped brackets 608 
secured to wall 605 adjacent the interior of each leg 
663. The inside face of each leg 663 is formed with 
a round receiving recessed guideway 699 extending sub 
stantially the full length of the leg, the guide being open 
at its lower end and closed at its upper end by the afore 
mentioned door 604. As shown in FIG. 28, the pawls 
687 are spring biased upwardly and toward the open side 
of the chute 601 and lie in the path of rounds moving 
upwardly in the guideway 609. These pawls yield upon 
the passage of a round thereby allowing each round 
to move upwardly within chute 601. As each round 
moves beyond a pair of pawls 607, the latter returns to 
a fixed position of engagement with the rounds adjacent 
their flanges. The pawls 607, after several rounds have 
moved into guideway 609, will be supporting the rounds 
in the chute 601 in vertical stacked alignment. 

Referring now to FIGS. 62 through 65, the operation 
of the by-pass in the event of a jam or misfire will now 
be described. Assuming that round has misfired, no op 
erating pressure is available to move the feed sprocket 
assembly 611 and the next succeeding round 2 will not be 
advanced. Safety interlocking pawls 593 mounted in the 
gun cover 612 now function and effectively prevent the on 
coming round 3 from entering the gun. Thus, round 3 
now remains stationary at this point, the lower feed star 
wheel 496 having pushed it beyond its radius of action. 
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Succeeding rounds such, for example, as round 4 will open 
the unlocked door 568, the rounds being guided by their 
flanged ends in the by-pass guide 601 and urged upwardly 
by the feed star wheel 496 and lifter pawls 500. The 
rounds are now lifted a certain distance into guide 601 
by the lifter pawls 500, the lowermost round in the guide 
temporarily being held by the auxiliary holding pawl 602. 
The next round entering guide 601 will push the previous 
ly lowermost round upward and will occupy the position 
on the holding pawl 602 previously occupied by the up 
wardly displaced round. This operation is repeated, the 
uppermost round being retained by the pawls 607 mounted 
in the by-pass guide 601. While this sequence of opera 
tion occurs, the transfer and magazine drives decelerate, 
finally stopping before the by-pass is filled with rounds. 
Rounds in the by-pass may then be manually removed by 
unlatching the closure door 604 and lifting the rounds over 
pawls 687. 

GUN MECHANISM 

Referring now to FIGS. 48, 49, and 52 gun mechanism 
receiver 625 has a forward tubular barrel receiving por 
tion 626, a flattened rear floor portion 627, a pivotable 
top cover 612 overlying the floor portion and forming a 
support for round engaging pawls 593. Thus pawls 593 
and the floor 627 define a round entry door, generally 
designated at 628. A rear, readily removable backplate 
629 joins the floor and the cover. As best shown in FIGS. 
52 and 57, a barrel 109 is locked in the receiver by means 
of a retaining plate 631 engageable with a series of quick 
disconnect keys 632 formed on the gun barrel. 
The flattened rear floor portion 627 lies between a pair 

of inner and outer integrally cast, longitudinally extending 
side rails 633 which are raised from the main floor por 
tion 634 and support forward and rearward drive sprocket 
bearing supports 635 and 636, respectively. 

Each of the bearing supports 635 and 636 is bolted 
at its base to the rails 633 of the receiver 625, and the top 
of each support is flattened to form forward and rearward 
lower round entry guide rails 637. Looking forward in 
FIG. 70, the rails have a reversed S-shaped configuration, 
the round entry rail ends 638 being on the same plane with 
the rounds feeding into the gun mechanism from the trans 
fer mechanism 112. The round exit rail ends 639 are 
raised to a height so as to place the moving round in axial 
alignment with gun barrel 109 and an adjacent ejection 
mechanism 111. 
As shown in FIG. 49, located centrally and above the 

receiver main floor 634, a feed sprocket assembly 611 is 
rotatably mounted in and between the forward and rear 
ward bearing supports 635 and 636, respectively. The 
feed sprocket assembly 611 comprises identical shaft 
mounted forward and rearward, relatively thin, cross 
shaped feed star wheels 641, and a thicker, centrally fixed 
rive star wheel 642 having four identical lobes, each lobe 

mounting a drive roller 643 at its outer end. 
Now referring to FIGS. 50, 51, and 70, located below 

the sprocket assembly 611 and in engagement with a pair 
of the drive rollers 643 is a feed sprocket operating slide 
644, movable forwardly and rearwardly in slide guides 
645 formed in the inner and outer side rails 633 of the 
floor portion of the receiver. 
The upper surface of the slide 644 is generally concave 

to provide clearance for the feed star wheels 641 during 
the radial sweeps of the star wheels as forward and rear 
ward motion of the slide is effected. Laterally extended 
lugs 646 are formed on the left and right sides of the 
slide and move in the slide guides 645, aforementioned. 
A switch contact 640 of switch S-25 (FIG. 57) engages 
a bridging contact 640 formed in a lug 646 on the for 
ward right hand side of slide 644 and serves to permit 
firing only when the slide 644 is in the full forward posi 
tion, as will become more apparent from the description 
of FIG. 86 hereinafter. As viewed looking forwardly 
(FIG. 50), relatively straight left and right drive roller 
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grooves 647 and 648, respectively, are provided on each 
upper and outer side of the slide in which two of the drive 
rollers 643 are engaged when the slide is in battery or 
counter battery. A central, elongated S-shaped, drive 
roller cam groove 649 communicates with the forward 
portion of the left roller groove 647 and the rearward por 
tion of the right roller groove 648. This can groove pro 
vides the means for converting straight line motion of slide 
644 to rotary motion of feed sprocket 615. As the slide 
moves rearwardly in recoil, a drive roller 643 in the right 
groove 648 drops into a recessed portion 651 in the for 
ward portion of that groove so that on forward motion 
of the slide, the right drive roller will then be displaced 
sideways thereby leading the left drive roller into the 
curved path of the cam groove 649, thus rotating the feed 
sprocket in a counterclockwise direction. At the moment 
the left roller 643 begins to move laterally in the cam 
groove 649, the right roller in the recessed portion 65i 
swings clear of the slide. Sprocket rotation is decelerated 
during the final 25 degrees of rotation of its 90 degree 
movement by means of a spring loaded, stepped cam 653, 
FIG. 54, situated adjacent the rear feed star wheel 641. 

Gas sealing collar 
Referring now to FIGS. 52, 56, 57, and 58, an addi 

tional cam groove 654 is formed on the undersurface 
of the slide 644 for the purpose of operating a linkage 
655 that controls a gas sealing collar 656 mounted adja 
cent the breech end 657 of the gun barrel. The tubular 
gas sealing collar 656 encircles the breech end of gun 
barrel 109 mounted in the barrel receiving portion 626 
of the receiver 625. The interior of collar 656 engages 
a pair of barrel sealing rings 658 to provide a gas-tight 
seal during axial movement of the collar between for 
ward and rearward limits of movement, as will more 
fully appear as the description proceeds. The seal is 
enhanced because of the creation of a differential gas 
pressure which forces the sealing collar against the rim 
of the round case. 
The collar is guided forwardly and rearwardly in hori 

zontal guideways 659 formed in vertical side walls of 
the receiver. One end of a collar shifting fork 66, 
engages slots 662 formed on each side of the collar in 
laterally extending guide lugs 663. The opposite end 
of the fork engages a recess 664 formed in a reciprocable 
link block 665 secured in a fixed bracket 666 mounted 
on floor 634. The fork 661 is pivoted intermediate its 
ends at 667 to a buffer spring piston 668 which urges 
the gas sealing collar 656 toward the round container 
when the link block 665 is in its forwardmost position 
as shown in FIGS. 52 and 56. 
The rear end of the link block has a connecting link 

669 pivotally attached thereto as at 671, the other end 
of the link 669 being pivotally connected at 672 to a 
floor mounted beil crank 673. The bell crank is in the 
form of a cutout triangle, a corner being pivoted at 674 
to a fixed bracket 675 and the other end carrying a 
slide cam engaging roller 676 that cooperates with cam 
G54 on the underside of the operating slide block 644 
(FIG. 56). In order to prevent deflection of the bell 
crank 673, the link end of the bell crank which carries 
pivot pin 672 and the end of the bell crank which car 
ries cam roller 676 are guided by a downward extension 
(not shown) of pin 672 and roller 676. These down 
ward extensions are guided by suitable grooves 677 and 
678 formed in the floor 634, these grooves having a 
configuration corresponding to the desired motion of the 
bell crank. 
As shown partially in phantom in FIG. 56, the slide 

644 is in its forward position. Hence, the rearward 
end of the cam 654 is shown as having urged the bel 
crank 673 in a clockwise direction, this action causing 
the link 669 and link block 665 to be moved in a for 
ward direction. The link block simultaneously urges 
the upper end of collar shifting fork 661 rearwardly 
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and seals the face of the collar 656 against the open 
end of the round container R and also urges the round 
container against backplate 629 to insure proper con 
tact of firing pin 679 with the primer of the round con 
tainer. As the slide 644 moves rearwardly, cam roller 
673 moves bell crank 673 in a counterclockwise direc 
tion, thus reversing the action and moving the gas seal 
ing collar 656 forwardly and out of the ejection path 
of the round container about to be ejected. 

Slide forward return springs and gun charging 
Reference is now made to FIGS. 53 and 56 wherein 

a pair of forwardly extending slide operating spring rods 
681 are shown mounted on each side of the forward 
face of the operating slide. These rods move in a pair 
of similar spring housings 682 located below and adja 
cent the gun barrel housing 626 of the receiver. The 
rear end of each rod is secured as by threading 683 into 
the slide, the forward end having a forward spring 
receiving piston 684 secured thereto. Piston 684 main 
tains an expansion Spring 685 in compression against a 
rear spring receiving cup 686 which abuts a shoulder 
687 formed in the rear end of the spring housing. An 
additional piston 688 is used when it is desired to charge 
the gun, this piston being of a floating type, and lo 
cated at the extreme forward end of the cylinder 685 
and just clear of the forward spring piston 684 when 
the latter is in the full forward position. Any suitable 
pressure fluid medium may be introduced to the for 
ward side of piston 688 by means of a central port 689 
formed in end cap 691 which is threadably secured to 
the cylinder. This pressure is used to drive the operat 
ing slide rearwardly into sear latching position prior to 
initial firing as will be described more fully herein 
after. 

In the embodiment shown, a pressure reservoir 692 is 
connected to the port 689 by means of pipe line 693. 
Located in the pipe line between the reservoir and the 
port is a two-way valve 694 of any suitable construc 
tion and controlled by a suitable solenoid L-6 con 
nected to other circuitry of the system via switch 695 
in any manner found convenient to achieve results. 
For example, solenoid L-5 is shown as being actuated 
by means of switch 695 which may be in the mount con 
trol circuit, if so desired. When closed, switch 695 
energizes solenoid L-6 thereby causing valve 694 to 
open and port pressure fluid to the floating piston 688 
to move the slide 644 to a rearward latched position, 
as will move fully appear hereinafter. Once the slide 
is fully latched in the rearward position, a light (not 
shown) will signal this information and switch 695 will 
be opened. Solenoid L-6 is then de-energized and valve 
694 will be opened to vent exhaust fluid from the cyl 
inder 682. The slide is, at this time, conditioned for 
moving a round to the firing postion. Subsequent feeding 
of ammunition from the transfer mechanism to the gun 
mechanism will initiate automatic operation. 

Forward slide buffer and expansion cylinder 
As a round is fired from the round container, a gas pres 

Sure is generated which is partially absorbed in a radial 
direction by the container which acts in the capacity of a 
breech. The remainder of the generated gas pressure is 
absorbed in a rearward direction by the backplate 629 
which transmits the absorbed pressure to the cradle as 
sembly 86 to which the backplate is attached. However, 
When the rocket projectile has passed the muzzle end of 
the gun barrel 169, a portion of this gas pressure is bled 
off rapidly into a buffer and expansion cylinder 701 which 
houses a piston assembly 702 normally in contact with 
the operating slide 644 thereby driving the slide rear 
wardly. 

Referring particularly to FIGS. 52, 56, and 57, the 
buffer and expansion cylinder assembly 701 is centrally 
located in the forward part of receiver 625, below gun 
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barrel 109 and has its center line substantially in line 
with the center of the forward end of the operating slide. 
The cylinder assembly 701 includes a rearwardly disposed 
gas expansion cylinder 704 and a forward fluid buffer 
cylinder 705 both threadably engaged by an intermediate 
piston rod connecting cylinder 706. An annular raised 
abutment 707 is formed on the outside wall and interme 
diate the ends of the expansion cylinder 704 for mating 
abutment with a cylindrical recess 708 formed in a ver 
tical, rear wall 709 of the receiver. A similar abutment 
711 is formed on the adjoining threaded rearward end of 
the connecting cylinder 766 and engages the forward sur 
face of the receiver vertical wall 769. Thus, when these 
two parts 704 and 706 are threadably joined together, the 
entire cylinder assembly 701 is rigidly connected to the 
receiver wall. Reciprocably mounted in the expansion 
cylinder 704 is the gas driven piston assembly 702 having 
a piston 710 and rearwardly and forwardly extending 
shafts 712 and 713, respectively. The rear shaft 
712 is supported by a suitable bearing surface 74 
in the rearward end of cylinder 704, and the forward 
shaft 713 is likewise supported in the rearward end of 
connecting cylinder 706. Located forwardly of the piston 
is a gas entry port 715 in cylinder 704, the port 715 being 
aligned with port 716 formed in the receiver. Port 716 
is in communication with the rearward end of the gun 
barrel interior via port 717 provided in gun barrel 109. 
Thus, as the projectile passes port 717 in the barrel, the 
gas pressure behind the projectile is vented to the forward 
face of the piston 710 which moves rearwardly thereby 
driving the operating slide rearwardly. An additional 
port 718 is provided for gas venting from expansion 
cylinder 704. This vent port 718 assists in venting the 
remaining pressure gas when the piston has been driven 
to the rearward end of the gas expansion cylinder and the 
fired rocket has emerged from the muzzle end of barrel 
09. 
The buffer cylinder 705 is provided with a piston op 

erating chamber 719 at its rear end and a forward fluid 
expansion chamber 721 in communication with the op 
erating chamber. An annular fluid by-pass 722 is pro 
vided outside of and in communication with both cham 
bers 719 and 721. A fluid reservoir 723 is located at the 
forward end of the buffer assembly 703. A spring 724 
functions to return buffer piston 725 to its initial position 
as shown in FIG. 52. The piston operating chamber 719 
contains the cup-shaped buffer piston 725 which is open 
at its forward face, the rear wall thereof having a series 
of apertures 726, each closed (in the piston forward 
stroke) by a movable ball 727, each ball being loosely 
retained by pins 728 which are mounted in the piston wall. 
The buffer piston 725 is integrally formed with a shaft 
having rearward and forward extensions 729. and 731, 
respectively. The rearward shaft 729 passes through and 
is supported by a rearward end wall 732 of the buffer 
cylinder where the shaft end engages the forward end of 
piston shaft 713. 
The forward shaft 731, acting as a fluid throttle, is 

tapered downwardly from the piston to a point adjacent 
a fluid aperture 733 formed in the rear partition wall 734 
of expansion chamber 721. Here, the shaft assumes con 
stant diameter and enters a rear support wall 735 of the 
reservoir chamber 723. The expansion chamber 721 is 
provided with a series of radially located ports 736 formed 
in the forward outer wall thereof. Ports 736 communicate 
with the annular by-pass 722 which, in turn, communi 
cates with a series of additional ports 737 located ad 
jacent the rear wall of piston 725. 

. A spring retaining tube 738, integral, with a forward 
end plate 739 of the reservoir 723, extends rearwardly 
and is supported at the rearward wall 735 of the reser 
voir. The tube 738 carries the compression spring 724 
which urges the buffer piston shaft 731 rearwardly. Fluid 
pressure from the expansion chamber 719 may be further 
diverted into the reservoir by means of a series of angular 
passages 741 formed in the rear reservoir wall 735. 
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Fluid is maintained at a predetermined pressure by means 
of an additional spring-biased piston 742 in the reservoir 
forward end. The end plate 739, in addition to closing 
the end of the reservoir, carries conventional means 743 
for pressurizing reservoir 723. 
The function of the buffer cylinder 705 will now be de 

scribed. Forward motion of slide 644 causes the slide to 
first strike the outwardly extended rear shaft 712 of the 
gas expansion piston 710, this shock being directly trans 
mitted forwardly to the buffer piston 725. Forward mo 
tion of the buffer piston urges fluid in the operating 
chamber 79 to flow through the restricted orifice 733 and 
expand outwardly through the forward radial ports 736 
of the expansion chamber 721. The fluid will then be 
ported through the by-pass 722 to the ports 737 now be 
hind piston 725 to transfer fluid to the other side of the 
piston. This occurs when piston motion has ceased by 
reason of fluid pressure buildup in chamber 719 in front 
of piston 725 during forward stroke. Balls 727 will move 
forwardly off their seats when spring 724 causes the piston 
725 to be returned to its initial position as shown in FIG. 
52. This unseating of balls 727 provides a path of flow 
through apertures 726 as well as through by-pass 722 
and permits a rapid return of the piston to its initial posi 
tion. 

Rear slide buffer and searing means 
A general description of this portion of the gun mech 

anism will be helpful before proceeding to the detailed 
description thereof. In the normal cycle of firing, the op 
erating slide is gas driven rearwardly, is buffered at its 
rearmost point of travel and is then moved forwardly 
by spring tension where it is buffered on its forward stroke 
and the cycle repeated. The sear may operate for a short 
time at the beginning and end of each burst to hold the 
slide back and prevent damage to the parts, if for any 
reason the ammunition rate of feed is too slow. In addi 
tion, the operating slide remains locked slightly forward 
of its rearmost position during the occurrence of one of 
the following operations: 

(1) Charging-When it is desired to fire the gun, after 
loaded rounds have been moved to a position adjacent 
the gun mechanism, the operating slide is moved rear 
wardly and is latched by a sear mechanism carried by 

Only when rounds have been advanced 

the gun will the sear be released. 
(2) By-pass operation.-in the event the rounds are 

by-passed prior to reaching the trigger position, the slide 
will remain latched in the rearmost position assuming that 
a round has just been fired and the slide moved rear 
wardly. 

(3) Hangfire and misfire.--When a hangfire occurs, 
the delay in firing will cause an accumulation of rounds 
in the vicinity of the ammunition by-pass causing the 
by-pass mechanism door to operate, as mentioned here 
inbefore. As shown in FIG. 65, the triggering round 
will be in position to release the sear and as the hang 
fired round finally fires, the slide is driven rearwardly and 
latched. Should the round misfire, the cycle will be the 
same as in "charging,' mentioned previously. 

Referring now to FIGS. 48 through 51, 54, 55, 70, and 
72, the backplate 629 functions as part of the gun mech 
anism and also serves to lock the rear floor portion 627 
of the receiver 625 to the rear upper and lower gun re 
ceiving portions 743 and 744, respectively, of the cradle 
assembly. The backplate is pivotally secured at each of 
its lower sides to the floor of the receiver by means of 
vertical pins 745 passing through bifurcated horizontally 
extending hinge ears 746 on the backplate. Hinge ears 
746 receive cooperating extending single ears 747 integral 
with the rear floor of the receiver. The upper end of the 
backplate is formed with a pair of vertically extending 
ears 748 that are received by depending ears 749 formed 
on the upper part of the cradle and is secured by a pin 
751 extending transversely therethrough. The top cover 
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receiving and gripping slots 752 are formed on the sides 
of the backplate near the upper end thereof to align with 
suitable rear cover extensions 753 and secure the cover 
62 at its rearmost end against lateral and vertical dis 
placement. A firing pin 679, centrally located in the back 
plate is axially aligned with the gun barrel and used 
to electrically fire the primer in the closed end of the 
round container. 

Referring particularly to FIG. 55, a slide buffer 745 
is provided at the lower rear face of the backplate 
and comprises a hollow, cylindrical U-shaped spring 
support 755 rigidly secured to the backplate, the sup 
port enclosing a stacked series of dished spring washers 
756 centrally bored to receive a sear supporting shaft 
757 which passes therethrough. The front face of the 
backplate is transversely slotted at 758 to receive an out 
wardly displaced forward slide buffer plate 759. Plate 
759 is centrally bored to receive and support the forward 
end of the sear supporting shaft 757. The ends of the 
plate 759 support a pair of shouldered bolts 761 which 
pass through openings 762 formed in the backplate on 
each side of the sear supporting shaft 757, the ends of the 
bolts contacting a spring engaging rear buffer plate 763 
to transmit the rearward shock of the operating slide 
striking the plate 759 to the springs 756. 

Referring particularly to FIGS. 55, 70, 72, and 73, a 
sear mechanism 764, carried by a sear mounting block 765 
is integrally formed with the forward end of the sear 
supporting shaft 757, the rear end of shaft 757 being 
threaded to receive a shaft supporting and adjusting nut 
766 rotatably carried by the rear wall 767 of the spring 
support 755. A hollow cylindrical bushing 768, carried 
on support shaft 757, is interposed between the nut 766 
and the rear buffer plate 763 and is used to support and 
prevent deflection of the stacked spring washers 756. 
Deflection of the sear mounting block 765 is minimized 
by constant contact of the upper surface of the block 
with a lower surface 769 of the rear sprocket support 
636 (FIG. 72) and intermittent contact of a pair of out 
wardly extending shoulders 771 (FIG. 70) formed on the 
sear mounting block which mate with recesses 772 formed 
in the slide 644. 

In the operation of the sear mechanism. 764 (FIG. 72), 
a sear actuating cam 789 on the slide passes by the sear 
mechanism to its full rearward position, the slide being 
buffered and then moved forwardly to a position in 
which the slide is fully seared or latched. This is ac 
complished by means of a sear locking pawl 773 pivotally 
mounted at 774 between a pair of forwardly extending 
ears 775 formed in the sear mounting block 765. The 
locking pawl is urged forwardly and is normally held 
disengaged from the slide by means of a block mounted 
spring plunger 776 bearing against a rear vertical exten 
sion 777 of the locking pawl. A latch portion 778 of 
the locking pawl 773 limits clockwise rotation of the 
pawl by striking an upper wall of recess 779 in the mount 
ing block 765. The sear locking pawl 773 carries a sear 
pawl actuating cam 781 pivotally mounted on the forward 
end of sear locking pawl 773 as at 782 between a pair 
of ears 783. 
The sear actuating cam 781 is Y-shaped and has a 

forwardly extending trigger finger engaging arm 784, an 
upwardly and rearwardly extending pawl engaging arm 
785 and a vertically depending slide striker arm 786. The 
cam 781 is urged in a counterclockwise direction (FIG. 
72) by means of an angularly and downwardly disposed 
spring plunger 787 mounted in the locking pawl and 
bearing against the striker arm 786. Rotation of can 
781 is normally limited by the pawl engaging arm 785 
bearing against the front inner face of the sear-locking 
pawl 773, at a point above the pivot 774. 

During the searing or latching operation, as the slide 
moves rearwardly, the forward face of the striker arm 786 
is struck by an abrupt inclined surface 788 on an upwardly 
projecting cam portion 789 formed in the rear floor por 
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tion of the slide. 
face. 788 causes can 781 to rotate clockwise against the 
compression of spring plunger 787 to retract the striker 
arm until the slide has moved far enough rearwardly so 
that the striker arm may drop into a groove 791. For 
ward motion of the slide after buffering will now cause 
the downwardly extending tip portion of the striker arm 
786 to contact a rearwardly inclined wall 792 of groove 
791 and thus lift the cam 781 to rotate the sear locking 
pawl 773 counterclockwise. Sufficient force is generated 
to cause the slide engaging latch. 778 to fully engage a pair 
of stop projections 793 formed at the rear portion of the 
slide, each of the projections 793 having a forward, verti 
cally inclined latching surface. This inclined latching 
surface provides means whereby the sear locking pawl 
773 may be cammed out of engagement with stop projec 
tions 793. Such an arrangement of engaging surfaces 
materially facilitates the separation of the pawl 773 from 
the slide which is urged forward by a large force exerted 
by springs 685. The sear mechanism 764 has now fully 
locked or seared the slide, and in this position the tip por 
tion of the striker arm 786 engages the horizontal portion 
of cam 789 at a point slightly forward of a vertical line 
through the pivot point 782 to thereby provide an over 
center toggle action for the searing means. 

Sear triggering mechanism 
As previously stated, the triggering mechanism for 

sear release is directly controlled by the presence and lo 
cation of a round entering the gun mechanism; thus as the 
round is fed into position M (FIG. 70) by the transfer 
mechanism, the round contacts and moves the first ele 
ment of a sear. triggering or slide unlatching mechanism 
794 mounted on the rearward bearing support 636 of 
the feed sprocket 611, as best illustrated in FIGS. 69 
through 73. 

Continuing with a consideration of FIGS. 69 through 
73, a round actuated pawl 795 is pivotally mounted at 796 
on the rear face of the vertical wall portion of bearing 
support 636 and has a forwardly, and upwardly extending 
finger 797 projecting through an aperture 798 in the rail 
638 and into contact with the medial reduced diameter of 
the round. Lateral and upward motion of the round 
causes the finger 797 to move counterclockwise thereby. 
rotating pawl 795 and a laterally extending bifurcated arm 
799 integrally formed with the pawl. Rotation of the 
bifurcated arm 799 rotates a trigger operating shaft 801 
clockwise by means of a trigger shaft operating arm 802 
which is engaged by the bifurcated end of arm 799. The 
trigger operating shaft 801 is supported by a suitable bear 
ing 803 in a wall of bearing support 636 and another bear 
ing 804 forwardly mounted on the horizontal flattened 
base portion of the bearing support 636. The trigger 
shaft 801 is splined and carries a group of elements the 
majority number of which are spline-secured thereto, as 
will more fully appear as the description proceeds with 
particular reference being made to FIG. 73. Looking 
forward along trigger shaft 801, actuating arm 802 is 
splined to the extreme rearward end of the shaft. The 
next element, on the trigger shaft is a spring-biased shaft 
return pawl 805 which is splined to the shaft and is biased 
downwardly to return shaft 801 to its initial position and 
to resiliently maintain the finger 797 of round actuated 
pawl 795 in the path of incoming rounds. Next forward 
on trigger shaft 801 is a triggerfinger operator 806 splined 
to the shaft, a sear trigger finger 807 independently oper 
able on the shaft axis and not splined thereto and a trigger 
finger limit stop 808 splined to the extreme forward end 
of the shaft. 

In greater detail, the shaft return pawl 805 has a lateral 
extension 809 which is urged downwardly by a spring ac 
tuated plunger assembly 811 mounted on the forward face 
of the bearing support 636. Upwardly extending lug. 810 
functions to limit rotation of shaft 801 by striking an abut 
ment 810' provided on bearing support 636 (FIG. 69). 
By this arrangement, the actuating arm 802 is caused to 

This striking of the arm 786 by the sur 
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move counterclockwise and urge the round actuated pawl 
795 clockwise into round engaging position, as shown in 
FIG. 70. 
The trigger finger operator 806 has an L-shaped, lateral 

extension 812, a vertical portion 813 of which supports 
the end of a spring urged forked shaft 814, the forked end 
815 thereof being pinned to an upwardly and rearwardly 
extending crank arm 816 of the sear trigger finger 807. 
The crank arm 816 is offset rearwardly as at 817 to over 
lie the shaft portion of the trigger finger operator 812 
thereby aligning forked shaft 814 with the aperture 818 
in trigger finger operator 806 when forked end 815 is pin 
connected to arm 816 as at 819 in FIG. 71. The trigger 
finger 807 is centrally bored as at 821 (FIG. 73) to a 
larger diameter than that of shaft 801 and is journaled 
for independent rotation on boss 822 formed on the rear 
face of the trigger finger limit stop 808. The limit stop 
808 has a lateral extension 823 which engages a lug 824 
laterally offset and forwardly extending from trigger fin 
ger 807 thus limiting the clockwise free rotation of the 
trigger. 

Thus, as the trigger shaft 801 is rotated in a clockwise 
direction by the round actuated pawl 795, the trigger 
finger operator 806 also rotates clockwise urging in a 
clockwise direction crank arm 816, through the medium 
of the spring urged forked shaft 814 and causes finger 807 
to bear on the searcam 781 with sufficient force to release 
the sear locking pawl 773. : 
As the slide 644 moves forward after buffering by slide 

buffer 754 and is seared or latched as shown in FIG. 72, 
the counterclockwise movement of the sear cam 781 is 
translated into a severe upward shock on trigger finger 
807. This shock is dissipated by the trigger finger mov 
ing counterclockwise on boss 822, independent of the rela 
tively stationary trigger shaft, and against the Spring 
action on the forked shaft 814. 

Referring to FIG. 72, the slide 644 is released in 
response to an incoming round which engages round 
actuated pawl 795. As afore-mentioned, this engagement 
causes the various elements of the sear trigger mechanism 
794 to function to rotate trigger finger 807 in a downward 
direction and into driving engagement with trigger finger 
engaging arm 784. Therefore, clockwise rotation of sear 
cam 781 is effected to enable sear locking pawl 773 to be 
cammed out of searing or latching engagement with the 
inclined forward surfaces of stop projections 793 on 
slide 644 by action of the camming angle of the mating 
surfaces on the stop projections and the sear locking 
pawl. The slide therefore is released and driven forward 
in the manner previously described. 

Gun mechanism top cover 
Turning now to the description of FIGS. 49 and 59, 

the top cover 612 is an elongate structure pivoted at 825 
by means of a pair of ears 826 formed on its forward end 
to receiver 625 adjacent the barrel receiving portion. As 
afore-mentioned, the rear end of the cover has two lug 
like rearward extensions 753 that are engaged by recesses 
752 formed on the upper sides of the backplate 629. 
Thus once in place, the cover is rigidly held and accu 
rately spaced above drive sprocket 611 and associated 
round guide rails 637, also previously described. 
Forward and rearward upper guide rails 827 are formed. 

on the undersurface of the cover and are curved in paral 
lel spaced relationship with the lower rails 637 formed on 
the forward and rearward sprocket bearing supports 635 
and 636, respectively, so as to guide a round there 
between. As viewed looking forward in FIG. 62, the 
configuration of the rails and that of a section through 
the cover is substantially flat and horizontally extends 
over the sprocket 611, and the round entry side is curved 
downwardly and supports a series of round engaging 
pawls and latches 593 to be now described in detail. 
Mounted inboard of each guide rail 827 in vertical 

depending end flanges 828 are a pair of forward and 
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rearward similar round control guides 829, each being 
vertically movable and spring biased downwardly by simi 
lar spring plungers 831. These control guides move up 
wardly upon contact with an incoming round and serve 
to assure longitudinal alignment and retention of the 
round as it enters feed sprocket 611. 

Referring now to FIGS. 59 through 68, a gate pawl 
shaft 832 is rotatably journaled in a series of vertical 
downward extensions 833 of the cover and are located 
intermediate the round control guides 829. This shaft 
832 carries forward and rearward gate pawls 834 and 835, 
respectively, secured to the shaft at each end. 
Rearward gate pawl 835 is spring urged downwardly 

into the path of an incoming round by means of a ver 
tically disposed spring plunger 836 bearing on the round 
engaging portion 837 of pawl 835. Vertically extending 
stop portion 838 of pawl 835 contacts the cover and 
serves as a rotational limit stop for shaft 832. The for 
ward gate pawl 834 functions in the same manner as the 
rearward pawl 835 with the exception that no limit stop 
is required on the forward pawl, the stop portion 838 on 
the rearward pawl functioning for both pawls. 
Mounted centrally between the two gate pawls 834 and 

835 and rigidly secured to pawl shaft 832 is a gate pawl 
shaft motion limit pawl 839 having laterally extending 
forward and rearward ears 841 and 842, respectively. 
The function of pawl 839 is to prevent the gate pawls 834 
and 835 from rotating at certain times and thus prevent 
round entry into the gun mechanism. In the normal 
feeding of a round (FIG. 62) from position B to position 
C, it is desired to prevent the next succeeding round at 
position. A from entering position B until the preceding: 
round has fully cleared position B so that the latter posi 
tion is ready to receive a new round. As a general state 
ment, it is apparent that if the motion limit pawl 839 is 
prevented from rotating, the two gate pawls 834 and 835 
will not rotate and will be in the proper position to pre 
vent round entry. 

In reference to the above general statement, the means 
to lock and unlock the pawl shaft 832 will be now-de 
scribed in detail. There are provided primary and sec 
ondary motion limit pawl locks. The primary motion 
limit pawl lock 843 which interacts with limit pawl 839, 
is rotatably mounted on a longitudinally extending shaft 
844 carried by cover 612, this shaft being located above 
and interiorly of pawl shaft 832. The pawl lock 843 has 
a pair of upwardly extending ears 845a and 845b. Pivot 
ally secured to ear 845a is a pressure spring assembly 846, 
the opposite end of spring 846 engaging a bracket 847 
mounted on the top of cover 612. The pawi lock 843 
also has a downwardly extending portion 848 which in 
cludes slot 849. The downwardly extending portion 848 
engages ear 842 of limit pawl 839. A lock operating 
bell crank arm 851 is rotatably secured on a stub shaft 
852 carried by one of the extensions 833, previously men 
tioned, of the cover 612. The lower end of crank arm 
851 is formed with a round engaging finger 853 which lies 
in the path of rounds traveling from position B to posi 
tion C (FIG. 62). The upper end of crank arm 851 
carries a pin 854 which engages the walls of slot 849 in 
pawl lock 843. Thus motion of crank arm 851 is trans 
mitted to pawl lock 843 via pin 854. As crank arm 851 
is moved a short distance upwardly by an incoming round 
approaching position B, the spring assembly 846 is further 
compressed and exerts a resistance via pawl lock 843 to 
crank arm 851 and thereby maintains the crank arm in 
engagement with the round. This arrangement also func 
tions to return the crank arm to its initial position when 
the round has moved to position C. Upon further up 
ward movement of arm 851 as the round moves into posi 
tion C an additional accelerator spring plunger 855, 
mounted in the cover 612, comes into play and bears di 
rectly upon the outermost end of the round engaging 
finger 853. This additional spring plunger 855 is used 
for the purpose of accelerating the return of crank arm 
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851 when the latter is in its uppermost position. While 
crank arm 851 is being moved upwardly by the incoming 
round, the arm moves pawl lock 843 into a position where 
the portion 848 overlies the rearward ear 842 of limit 
pawl 839 thereby stopping upward movement of the two. 
gate pawls 834 and 835, FIG. 64. Consequently, in nor 
mal feeding operation, no rounds may advance from posi 
tion. A to position B, while the sprocket 611 feeds a round 
from position B. to position C. 
The structure of the by-pass door locking mechanism 

will now be described. Each time the gate pawls 834 and 
835 permit round entry so that rounds pass from position 
A to position B by pressure of succeeding rounds from 
the transfer mechanism, it is desired to have the by-pass. 
door 568 locked in the down position, as illustrated in 
FIG. 62. If a round is in transit from position B to posi 
tion C and the gate pawls 834 and 835 are locked, it is 
then desired to allow the by-pass door 568 to open. 
Therefore, the top. cover 612 also carries a positive door 
lock 856. This positive door lock includes a bell crank 
pivotally carried by stub shaft 857 mounted on the ex 
treme top of the cover. A cam end 858 on the bell crank 
overlies and is actuated by the upper end of ear 845b of 
pawl lock 843. The door lock is also provided with de 
pending arm 859 which engages a stop block 861 mounted 
on the front and top end of by-pass door 568. 
The operation of the door lock 856 will now be de 

scribed with reference to FIGS. 62 through 64. As a 
round approaches the end of the round path from posi 
tion. A to position B, finger 853 moves clockwise rotating 
pawl lock 843 in the opposite direction, causing cam end 
858 of door. lock 856 to move upwardly and in a clock 
wise direction to thereby move arm 859 - out of engage 
ment with the door mounted stop block 861. 
Once the round has passed from position B to position 

C, the door lock 856 is automatically reset by a reverse 
action of the foregoing operations. 

In the event of a delay in firing, as would be caused by 
a misfire or hangfire, for example, a secondary lock and 
release arm (FIGS: 66 through 68) actuated by the open 
ing and closing of the by-pass door is provided. Describ 
ing the function of this mechanism briefly before proceed- i. 
ing to the detailed description thereof, it will be apparent 
that in the event the door does open, it will be necessary 
to block rounds from entering the feed sprocket 611. 
Therefore, the same forward and rearward gate pawls 
834 and 835 are utilized along with the shaft motion 
limit pawl 839, all afore-mentioned. Briefly, upward 
movement of the door 568 will rotate a release arm, the 
arm in turn causing a spring-biased lock, normally in un 
locked position, to overlie one of the ear portions 841 of 
the motion limit pawl 839 thereby locking the two gate 
pawls 834, and 835 against rotation. - 

Proceeding now to the detailed description of the sec 
ondary door locking mechanism, a secondary pawl lock 
release arm 862 is independently, operable and rotatably 
secured to a longitudinally extending boss 863 formed on 
gate pawl 834. This release arm 862 is located adjacent 
to and forward of the limit pawl 839. The outer face 
of the release arm is bifurcated to form a recess 864 for 
receiving an actuator. lug 865 which rotates release arm 
862 counterclockwise for a purpose to be explained here 
inafter. The opposite end 866 of release arm 862 is 
extended laterally and inwardly to engage a secondary 
motion limit pawl lock 867. The pawl lock 867 is also 
independently operable and rotatably mounted on shaft 
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844 adjacent and forwardly of the primary pawl lock 843 
and has an upstanding end 868 in engagement with a 
spring urged plunger. 869 mounted in cover 612. The 
opposite end of secondary pawl lock 867 has a down 
Wardly extending pair of lugs. One of the lugs is a lock 
lug. 871 that overlies ear 841 of limit pawl 839 when the 
latter is in its locked position. The other lug is a control 
lug 872 which is engaged by end 866 of release arm 862 
when the secondary pawl lock is in its cocked or unlocked 
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position, as best illustrated in FIG. 66. Thus, when 
rounds stop feeding due to a misfire or other delay, round 
stoppage occurs under the by-pass door 568 and succeed 
ing rounds exert sufficient pressure against this round to 
cause the door actuator lug. 865 to rotate the release arm 
862 in a counterclockwise direction (looking forward in 
FIG. 67). The end of the release arm now will ride 
down the inner surface of control lug. 872 and lock lug 
87 will move in a counterclockwise. direction by action 
of spring plunger 869 to bear against ear 841 of motion 
limit pawl 839 to lock the gate pawls 834 and 835 in the 
downward position to prevent further round entry into. 
the gun mechanism. When the gun has been cleared for 
firing, the by-pass door is manually relatched and this 
will then reset the release. arm 862 into holding engage 
ment with the secondary motion limit pawl lock 867. 
From the foregoing, it will be apparent that primary and 
secondary round entry locking systems, each independent 
from the other, have been provided for normal and in 
terrupted feeding cycles. 

EJECTION SYSTEM . 
Case receiving basket assembly 

After a round has been fired, the forward movement of 
the operating slide 644 rotates the feed sprocket 611 
counterclockwise, thus moving a live round into firing 
position and at the same time, the previously fired round 
case is moved laterally into a case receiving basket as 
sembly to be later described. The function of the basket 
assembly and the ejection mechanism is to receive the 
case, neutralize the rebound action as the case fully enters 
the basket, retain the case against any lateral motion after 
rebound has been neutralized, align the case prior to a 
pushing action by a cooperating ejection cylinder assem 
bly, engage a portion of the case to prevent rearward loss 
of the round during periods of medium to high angle 
firing and operate switch means to prevent firing if a case, 
during its travel into the ejection mechanism is not prop 
erly positioned relative to the basket. 

Referring particularly to FIGS. 74 through 84, the case 
receiving basket assembly 880 includes a unitary pair of 
right and left hand case receivers 881 and associated 
mechanisms. These receivers are identical except for re 
versal of parts, and therefore only one will be described. 
Each case receiver 881 is mounted between the right and 
left hand gun mechanisms 107 and 108, respectively. As 
best illustrated in FIG. 78, the basket assembly 880 is a 
rectangular structure comprising a flat horizontal base por 
tion 882 supporting each case receiver 881 by means of 
a pair of vertically aligned, parallel spaced, longitudinal 
supports 883. The basket assembly is secured to the 
cradle 106 by means of forward lugs 884 formed integral 
with the base portion 882 and are received by recesses 
885 formed under an L-shaped support 886 for an adja 
cent case. ejector cylinder assembly which is part of the 
ejection mechanism and which will be later described. 
The rear end of the base portion 882 is bored to receive 
a pair of removable pins 888 that secure the base portion 
to the floor of the cradle 106. 
The case receiver 881 is aligned with the upper and 

lower round guide rails 827 and 637, respectively, of the 
gun mechanism. Thus.the path of the ejected round case 
is substantially along a horizontal plane and normal with 
the gun barrel. As the round case is ejected, first it con 
tacts a longitudinally extending, case retaining bar 889 
fixed to a rotatable spring biased pivot shaft 891 which 
in turn is journalled in front and rear bearings 892. 
These bearings are mounted in cross support bars 893 at 
each end of basket assembly 880 and adjacent the top of 
each case receiver 881. A pair of similar cross supports. 
894, each of which secures one end of coiled tension 
springs 895, are secured intermediate support bars 893. 
The opposite spring ends are affixed to inwardly extend 
ing ears 896 fixed to the pivot shaft 891 adjacent bearings 
892. As shown in FIG. 78, outward swinging movement 
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of the retainer bar 889 is limited by the bar striking stop 
blocks 897 mounted on the support bars 894. Inward 
displacement of the retainer bar 889 by the round is halted 
by inner stops 898 also secured to support bars 894. As 
the case passes under and beyond the retainer bar 889, 
the case strikes a spring loaded buffer bar 901, having sub 
Stantially the same mass as the empty round container. 
Buffer bar 901 is secured to a vertical partition wall 982 
Which separates the case receivers 88A. The mass of the 
bar is sufficient to stop the case, the bar then passing the 
absorbed energy to its springs with minimum rebound of 
the bar. During this period immediately after passage of 
the round case thereunder, the retainer bar 889 will swing 
out Wardly and the round case is now secured in the case 
receiver against lateral motion. 
A centrally located cross support 983 carries a pair of 

switch contacts S-21 at each end thereof, the contacts 
engaging a cooperating circular switch cam 904 mounted 
on pivot shaft 891. The cam 904 is insulated about its 
circumference except for a 90° arcuate contact strip 905 
which engages the two switch contacts simultaneously 
when the retainer bar is in its extreme outward or round 
retaining position, as shown in FIG. 76. These switch 
contacts are connected in the firing circuit in such a man 
ner that when the case is not aligned or all the way in 
the case receiver 881, a circuit will not be established, thus 
preventing the firing circuit from being completed and 
the gun will not fire. 
The weight of the round case is supported by a smooth 

horizontal shelf portion 966 of the case receiver 881 and 
a rear flap portion 937 which is slightly yieldable in a 
downward direction in order to frictionally engage the 
rear flange of the case. The flap portion 987 has a flat 
horizontal plate 988 forming an extension of the shelf 
portion 966, the plate 988 having a depending vertical 
flange 933 pivoted at 9 to the lower surface of the shelf 
portion 925. A downwardly and forwardly inclined finger 
912 of the flange is connected by a tension spring 973 to 
a rear plate of the basket assembly 889 thus holding the 
horizontal plate 908 in alignment with the shelf portion. 
A case deflector assembly 129 is mounted on the upper 

rear end of the basket assembly and comprises a similar 
pair of inverted, U-shaped case guide Supports 9:5, each 
extending horizontally and rearwardly for a short dis 
tance and then assuming a downwardly mating curve with 
a stationary carriage mounted ejection chute 128. The 
supports 915 are open at their bottom edges and con 
nected at their top edges by a series of spaced cross bars 
914. At the junction of the side walls and the top of Sup 
ports 9:15, a pair of case guide rails 916, are provided to 
contact the case flanges during rearward movement of 
the case into the ejection chute 123. The speed of the 
ejected case is such that bottom guides are not needed, 
the case flanges engaging only these upper rails with a 
minimum of friction. Due to this construction, particu 
larly referring to FIG. 77A, the flanges of the rounds pro 
trude a short distance outside the case guide rails. Thus 
the first contact of the case flange is made centrally of 
the stationary chute without drop-off and resulting tum 
bling of the rapidly moving cases. 

Case ejection mechanism 
A case ejection mechanism 917 is mounted forwardly 

of case receiver 885 and axially aligned therewith. This 
mechanism functions in cooperation with the case re 
ceiver to guide and align the forward face of the case 
being ejected. This mechanism 917 also latches the for 
ward flange of the case to a drive crosshead, which drives 
successive cases rearwardly at proper cyclic intervals. 
During this rearward movement each latched case is re 
leased at the proper time in order not to hinder the free 
driven motion thereof rearwardly through and out of the 
case receiver. 
The mechanism 957 includes an elongated cylindrical 

housing 918 rigidly secured to and supported by the Sup 
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port 886 which is supported by the cradle 106, as afore 
mentioned. 
The support 385 is provided with a flat base portion 

959, a rear cylinder receiving support block 921 and a 
central and forwardly extending vertical rib 922 which 
carries on its forward end an angle bracket 923 bolted 
to a mating angle bracket 924 secured to the forward end 
of the cylinder housing 988. 
As best viewed in FIGS. 74, 77 and 80, the base por 

tion 919 is supported and aligned by a mating groove (not 
shown) formed in the floor of the cradle, this serving to 
secure the Support 386 against lateral motion. A readily 
releasable lever 925 is pivotally mounted to the top of the 
cradle and operates a locking pin 926 which is pivotally 
secured thereto. Pin 926 secures the support 836 against 
longitudinal motion by reason of the pin engaging a re 
cess 927 formed in the upper end of the rear face of the 
support blocks 921. Release of lever 925 permits ready 
and rapid removal of ejection mechanism 917. 
The support block 92 is bored to receive a portion 

of the cylinder housing 918 which is locked in position 
by means of upper and lower locking plates 928, bolted 
to the rear face of the block and engaging a circumfer 
ential recess 929 formed in the cylinder housing 918. 
As shown in FIGS. 78 through 84, the cylinder hous 

ing 918 comprises a central fluid buffer and reservoir 
cylinder 932, a gas operated piston cylinder 932 mounted 
in longitudinal alignment with the reservoir cylinder on 
the rearward end of cylinder housing 918, and a fluid 
expansion cylinder 933 also mounted in longitudinal 
alignment with the reservoir cylinder on the forward end 
of the housing 918 and in communication with the reser 
voir cylinder. 
The gas operated piston cylinder 932 is axially bored 

to receive a gas operated piston 934 integrally formed 
with a shaft having forward and rearward extensions 935 
and 936, respectively. The rearward extension 936 passes 
through a journalled cylinder end retaining cap 937 
which is threadedably secured to the cylinder 932. 
An end of this extension 936 receives a case engaging 

crosshead 938 which is so formed as to engage only 
an upper and lower segmental portion of the flange rim 
of the case. The upper end of the crosshead has a cen 
tral raised lug 939 (FIG. 79) - which is engaged (on 
a return stroke) by a spring urged guide 94.1 mounted 
on cylinder 932. The lower end of the crosshead 938 
(FIGS. 78 and 79) carries a case flange rim latch. 942 
pivoted at 943 and extending rearwardly of the cross 
head. The latch, being free to pivot downwardly on a 
rearward stroke of the crosshead, is maintained in an 
upright and case engaging position by support flange 
944 which is rigidly secured to a stationary collar 945 
encircling the rearward end of cylinder 932. The up 
per end of latch. 942 is notched at 946 so as to engage 
the rear face of the case flange while the lower end 
carries a cam actuated roller 947 which moves in an 
arcuate cam guide 948 formed in plate 949 which is se 
cured to the forward end of the basket assembly 880. 
Therefore, on rearward movement of crosshead 938, latch 
942 moves away from the fixed support finger 944 and 
is then guided in a curved counterclockwise, downward 
direction to clear the case flange as the latter is driven 
rearwardly. Return motion in the forward direction will 
then reset the latch to again engage the forward flange 
of the next case to be ejected. Each incoming case 
to be ejected is guided into correct position with respect 
to crosshead 938 by means of a vertical inwardly ex 
tending member 951. Member 951 forms a guide for 
the front face of the case at the time, the case moves 
from the end of the gun mechanism rails into the case 
receiver 881. 

Gas operated piston motor 
Reference is now made to FIGS. 77 and 79 through 

81. The gas operated piston cylinder 932 is laterally 
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bored at 952 to provide communication between a space 
on the front face of the piston 934 and a communicating 
lateral port 954 in the gun mechanism so as to allow 
periodic entry of high pressure gases created in the gun 
barrel when a round is fired. The high pressure gas 
from port 954 first passes through a gas-sealing wedge 
block 955 which is vertically movable between the guin 
receiver 125 and an inclined side face 956 of cylinder 
support 921. The wedge block is seated by downward 
pressure of a spring biased pin 957 secured at one end 
to the same locking lever 925 that secures the cylinder 
support 921. Pin 957 is secured at the other end thereof 
to a wedge block link 958 pivotally connected between 
the wedge block 955 and the pin. Upward movement 
of this locking lever 925 simultaneously releases both 
the wedge block 955 and the support 92 thereby al 
lowing rapid removal of one entire case ejection mecha 
nism 917 from the cradle assembly. Each time that the 
slide 644 is actuated by high pressure gas which is cre 
ated when a round is fired, the piston 934 will also re 
ceive a portion of the same high pressure gas and thus 
the slide and piston operate rearwardly in unison. 
As gas enters the piston cylinder 932 (FIG. 81), the 

piston is driven rearwardly and at an intermediate posi 
tion of its stroke, the driving high pressure gases are 
permitted to by-pass ahead of the piston by means of 
a series of longitudinal slots 959 provided in the cyl 
inder wall. At a point intermediate the length of slots 
959 a series of apertures 961 are provided in the cyl 
inder wall and in communication with the atmosphere. 
These apertures 961 are uncovered by the piston during 
its rearward travel to release a major portion of the 
high pressure gas to the atmosphere. Additional piston 
travel will compress the by-passed gas ahead of the pis 
ton thus aiding spring 962 later described, in buffer 
ing the piston on this rearward stroke. The by-passed 
gas also furnishes sufficient energy to return the piston 
to its forward position. During the forward movement 
of the piston, apertures 96; again will be uncovered 
to permit dispersal of the residual buffering gases. 

Referring now to the buffer and reservoir cylinder 
931 (FIG. 81), an inner fluid buffer piston cylinder 963 
is surrounded by and communicates with an annular 
fluid reservoir cylinder 964 integrally formed therewith. 
Inner cylinder 963 receives the piston forward shaft ex 
tension 935 to which is threadedably secured a buffer 
piston 965. The return spring 962, previously men 
tioned, is used to return and retain the piston 934 in 
a forward position. This spring 962 abuts a cylindrical 
sleeve 966 at the rearward end of cylinder 963, the 
other end of the spring engaging a rear face of the 
buffer piston 965. Communication of buffer cylinder 
963 with the fluid reservoir 964 is provided by a series 
of ports 967 formed in the buffer cylinder walls adja 
cent the rearward end of the buffer cylinder and an addi 
tional series of ports 968 are provided adjacent its for 
ward end, for a purpose to be later described. 
The buffer piston 965 has a cylindrical recess 969 in 

its forward end in which a movable check valve 97 is 
retained by means of a threaded retaining ring 972. The 
check valve abuts and seals a rearwardly extending, fluid 
buffer passage 973 which communicates with the rear 
face of the piston by means of ports 974. These ports 974 
are formed in a reduced diameter rearwardly extending 
portion 975 of the piston 965 and are aligned with longi 
tudinal cross slots 976 in the rear piston face and the 
external surface of the piston portion 975. These ports 
and slots permit free passage of the fluid and compensate 
for the area restriction caused by the piston return spring 
962 which might otherwise tend to buffer the piston 965 
during its return stroke. 
The check valve 971 has a rear face 977 for sealing 

passage 973. This valve 971 is also provided with a series 
of raised, guide lugs 978 formed about its periphery, each 
pair of lugs defining a depressed fluid passage 979 there 
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between. The front face of the valve is centrally bored 
at 981, and the adjacent walls of the valve which define 
this bore are cross slotted as at 982 to allow free passage 
of fluid from the buffer passage 973 through the depressed 
passages 979 and the slots 932 as the buffer piston is 
driven rearwardly by the high pressure gases. 

In operation, the buffer piston 965 is moved rear 
wardly against spring tension upon actuation of the gas 
operated piston 934, the buffer piston displacing a portion 
of the fluid from its cylinder 963 into reservoir 964 by 
means of slots 967. The fluid then moves into buffer 
cylinder 963 in front of the rearwardly moving piston 965 
by means of slots 968 in the forward end walls of the 
cylinder. Additionally, some of the fluid at the opposite 
side of the piston 965 passes through the piston buffer 
passage 973 unseating the check valve 975 and allowing 
fluid to pass to the front face of the piston. On the for 
ward stroke of buffer piston 965, fluid is blocked by the 
now seated check valve 971 and most of the fluid in front 
of the piston is caused to move out through slots 968 at 
the forward end of the cylinder. As the piston 965 
approaches these slots, a throttling action takes place as 
entrapped fluid passes a series of longitudinal grooves 
983 formed in the outer surface of the piston 965. Any 
additional fluid is vented through a small, centrally bored 
orifice 984 in the extreme front wall of the buffer piston 
cylinder. The orifice 984 communicates with the reser 
voir 964 by means of a connecting passage 985 formed 
between the exterior surface of the front wall of the buffer 
piston cylinder 963 and the interior surface of the front 
wall of the reservoir cylinder 964. 
A threaded bore 986 is formed in the front wall of the 

reservoir cylinder adjacent the passage 985 to receive a 
fluid expansion cylinder 933. The cylinder 933 contains 
a spring urged fluid sealed piston and shaft assembly 987 
biased in a rearward direction in the cylinder 933. The 
shaft 988 of piston and shaft assembly 937 extends 
through and beyond a cylinder sealing end cap 989. The 
expansion cylinder directly communicates with reservoir 
964 via passage 985 to maintain a constant pressure on the 
buffing fluid. As piston 965 moves rearwardly, fluid 
from the expansion chamber will fill the void created by 
withdrawal of shaft 935 from cylinder 963. 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

Circuitry which provides for the operation of the pres 
ent invention, except for the firing operation, is illustrated 
in FIGS. 85A and 85B. The firing circuit is disclosed in 
F.G. 86. 
As illustrated in FIG. 85A, the magazine power drive 

unit is provided with an electric induction motor, which 
may be of the squirrel-cage type, coupled to an output 
shaft via gears through magnetically operated clutch and 
brake mechanisms. The magazine drive motor of the 
invention, as disclosed herein, is driven by 440 volt, 60 
cycle, 3 phase current. For testing purposes, 230 volt 
D.C. current is used. The various automatic devices for 
controlling the loading and firing of the weapon are op 
erated in response to activation of circuitry later de 
scribed and supplied from a 115 volt, 60 cycle, single 
phase current source. Some of the 440 volt, 60 cycle 
power is rectified by the rectifying bridge RB for exciting 
the magnetic brake and clutch for the magazine drive. 
The system operates at two magazine speeds; (1) for 

firing, the magazine chain moves forward at a high-rate 
of speed such, for example, as 750 round-stations per 
minute and (2) for loading and reversing, the speed is 
greatly reduced, the magazine chain moving at 60 round 
stations per minute, for example. 
The shifting from one speed to the other and from 

one direction of chain travel to the other is accomplished 
by interlock-controlled solenoids provided within the 
magazine drive unit. The 440 volt A.C. solenoids L-3 
through L-4 shift the drive unit into forward, reverse, 
load and fire speeds, respectively. The load and fire sole 
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noids L-3 and L-4, and the forward and reverse solenoids 
L- and L-2, both respectively, are paired in opposition. 
The linkages of solenoids L-3 and L-4 are mechani 

cally connected to switch S-36 to close the latter in re 
sponse to energization of Solenoid L-3 and to open the 
latter in response to energization of solenoid L-4. Thus 
it will be understood that when switch S-1 is set at the 
FIRE position, swich S-30 will be open. When switch 
S-1 is set at either of the two remaining positions switch 
S-30 will be closed. 
Switch S-30 provides means for supplying, via vari 

able resistor VR, a reduced current through the magnetic 
clutch coil so that the magazine chain may be driven at 
selected speeds for testing purposes, these speeds being 
less than normal operating speeds. It will be noted that 
during the loading and testing cycles under no condition 
will the clutch be engaged prematurely until the shift in 
speed from fire speed to load speed has been completed 
thereby closing switch S-38. Thus by adjusting resistor 
VR, the speed of rotation of the power output shaft from 
the clutch is reduced and the meshing of the mating teeth 
in the intermediate gearing between the load speed shift 
and the fire speed shift with either of the latter shifts is 
facilitated. 
A push button Switch controls the operation of the 

magazine drive motor, the motor running as long as the 
Switch is maintained in a depressed condition. 
By means of ganged switch S-A, a choice may be 

made as to gun and magazine operation, i.e. FiRE, OFF, 
or LOAD. 
When switch S-A is set at the LOAD position, magazine 

control circuits are cleared for the loading operation, gun 
control circuits (not shown) become inactive, and the 
magazine chain automatically positions itself to receive 
ammunition from the loading chute. When the maga 
zine chain is correctly positioned, control reverts to the 
loader panel (not shown) until the magazine is filled, or 
the partial load switch S-22 is manually closed by the 
mount captain, or until fire operation is commenced. 
When switch S-2 is set in the FIRE position, firing opera 
tion is made possible by the circuitry described hereinafter. 

Switch S-10 provides means whereby a choice may be 
made as to which gun will be active. Because each maga 
Zine and gun has its own control features, the guns may 
be fired individually or simultaneously. 
Ganged switch S-19 in the CHECK position provides 

means for rendering the magazine motor and firing circuits 
inactive while magazine control circuits remain at full 
voltage. Thus, the magazine circuits may be checked in 
all phases of operation under power conditions, magazine 
chain motion being effected manually by means not 
shown. When switch S-9 is set in the RUN position, the 
firing key S-3 maintains full control of the magazine, 
The master controls for the several drives i.e. elevation, 

train, and magazine are all located in the gun captain's 
compartment in the top center of the mount shield. The 
loading team exerts a secondary influence on magazine 
motion by the manually operated loader switch S-5 at the 
loading door control panel, not shown. 

in loading the magazine i8, two major circuits are 
employed. These circuits are referred to as the "prepare 
to load” circuit and the "load” circuit. The “prepare to 
load” circuit includes four operational circuits herein 
designated as the "forward inch,” “reverse hold,” “reverse 
inch,” and “load ready' circuits. Within the "load” cir 
cuit are circuits referred to as “normal load completion” 
and "emergency load completion' circuits. 

Normally a partial load remains in the magazine when 
firing is terminated. Under such conditions the sequence 
of circuit activation is that described immediately suc 
ceeding. In the unusual situation in which there are 
no rounds in the system and it is desired to load the latter, 
the "reverse inch,” the "load ready,' the "load,” and “load 
completion' circuits described hereinafter, are sequentially 
activated. 
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38 
Stated differently, the sequence of circuit activation 

in loading may be characterized by the sequence of 
energization of several of the most important relays. 
This sequence of relay energization is as follows under 
normal operating conditions: (1) the forward actuating 
and forward hold relays R-1 and R-13, respectively; 
(2) the reverse clear relay R-6; (3) the reverse actuating 
relay R-5; (4) the reverse hold relay R-2; (5) the re 
verse inch relay R-8; (6) the reverse stop relay R-3; (7) 
the forward actuating and forward hold relays R-1 and 
R-13, respectively; and (8) the load completion relay 
R-2. in the event of an emergency during which it is 
desired to fire, the partial load relay R-22 is energized 
immediately, before the energization of the load com 
pletion relay R-2. Reference will now be made to the 
details of FGS. 85A and 85B. 

"Forward inch' circuit 

Thus, if a partial load is in the magazine and it is de 
sired to either unload the magazine or reload the maga 
zine to capacity, ganged switch contacts S-1 are first set 
in the LOAD position. Under normal conditions, a round 
will be on switch linkage 52, causing the possibility of a 
jam. To reverse the operation of the magazine, the maga 
zine must first be operated in the forward direction for 
a sufficient interval of time to move the round off linkage 
525 to thereby close switch contacts S-25(2) so that 
the “reverse hold” circuit, described hereinafter, can be 
completed. 

In order that the magazine drive may be operated in 
the forward direction several circuits must be completed. 
The first circuit to be completed may be traced from the 
left side of the 115 volt line through by-pass door switch. 
contacts S-4, S-5 (f), S-15(1), relay contacts RC-6(2), 
relays R-5 and R-13, the latter relay being in parallel 
with with relay R-1, to the right side of the 115 volt line. 
Also the circuit through relay R-42 is completed as foll 
lows: from the left side of the 115 volt line through 
Switch contacts S-1 (5), relay R-42 to the right side of 
the 115 volt line. The energization of relay R-42 then 
closes the relay contacts RC-42 (E) so that current may 
flow from one side of the 440 volt line through relay 
Contacts RC-42(i), and the load speed shift solenoid 
L-3 to the other side of the 440 volt line thereby shift 
ing the magazine drive into load speed. The shifting of 
the magazine drive into forward drive is completed from 
one side of the 440 volt line through relay contacts RC 
i3(2), closed by the energization of relay R-13, the 
forward shift solenoid L-1 to the other side of the 440 
volt line. The magazine brake relay R-40 is now ener 
gized to release the brake on the magazine drive through 
circuitry winich will now be described. Relay R-40 is 
first energized from the left side of the 115 volt line 
through relay contacts RC-1 (1), and relay R-40 to the 
right side of the 115 volt line. Next, relay R-43 must be 
energized from the left side of the 115 volt line through 
Switch contacts S-4, S-18 (5), S-3 (7), and relay R-43 to 
the right side of the 115 volt line. Now the magazine 
brake coil is energized by polarized 440 volt current flow 
ing from one side of the rectifying bridge RB through 
now closed relay contacts RC-43 (1), RC-46(2), and 
the magazine brake coil to the other side of the rectifying 
bridge. 
At this time, the magazine clutch coil must be energized. 

Relay R-42 previously energized during completion of 
load speed shift, closed relay contacts RC-42(2). The 
magazine clutch coil can now be energized by 440 volt 
current flowing from one side of the bridge RB through 
Switch contacts S-33, relay contacts RC-42(2), resistor 
VR, relay contacts RC-41 (2), and the magazine clutch 
coil to the other side of the bridge RB. 
Now the continually running magazine drive motor is 

coupled to the magazine chain and will cause the latter 
to run in a forward direction at load speed. This opera 
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tion continuing until the first round clears switch link 
age 521. 

'Reverse hold' circuit 

When the first round clears linkage 52 the "reverse 
hold' circuit is completed. One leg of this circuit may 
be traced from the left side of the 115 volt line through 
switch contacts S-1 (i), S-35(2), S-1 (3), and reverse 
clear relay R-6 to the right side of the 115 volt line to 
thereby open relay contacts RC-6(2) to break the circuit 
to the forward actuating relay R- and the load forward 
hold relay R-33. Another leg of the "reverse hold” 
circuit may be traced from switch contacts S-2(3) 
through switch contacts S-7(2), S-6(2), S-3 (closed 
when gun elevation is within plus or minus 5 of Zero de 
grees elevation), relay contacts RC-3(3), RC-6(3) now 
closed and reverse actuating relay R-5 to the right side 
of the 115 volt line to thereby energize the reverse actu 
ating relay R-5. The completion of this circuit also 
closes relay contacts RC-5(2) to energize relay R-43 
and release the magazine drive brake by the 440 volt 
circuitry mentioned hereinbefore. The third leg of the 
“reverse hold' circuit may be traced from relay con 
tacts RC-6(1) through switch contacts S-3A(i) now 
closed by round on switch linkage 534, and reverse hold 
relay R-52 to the right side of the 115 volt line. 
The completion of the foregoing circuits reverses the 

Imagazine drive by the opening of relay contacts RC-5(3) 
and the closing of the 440 volt circuit to the reverse 
shift Solenoid L-2 through relay contacts RC-2(ii) 
and is followed by re-energization of the brake and 
clutch relays R-40 and R-41, respectively, by means of 
the circuit from the left side of the 115 volt line through 
relay contacts RC-5(2) for relay R-40 and RC-5(3) 
for relay R-4, switch contacts S-36 being provided for 
relay R-43 circuitry only. The reverse operation of the 
magazine drive will lock in by means of relay contacts 
RC-2(3) and the opening of relay contacts RC-52(2) 
and RC-12(4), this preventing "reverse inch' continuity 
and also preventing the by-pass of S-6 and S-7 switches, 
which will be later described. The reverse motion of the 
magazine chain will continue to move rounds backwardly 
through the magazine to thereby release switch linkages 
564 and 359 until the first round depresses the loader 
lever 232 (FIG. 11) and opens switch contacts S-7(2). 
This causes the de-energization of relay R-12 and estab 
lishes the by-pass circuit, hereinbefore mentioned, around 
the S-6 and S-7 switches. Relays R-5 and R-6 remain 
energized as current is rerouted through relay contacts 
RC-12(4) by-passing the S-6 and S-7 switches to en 
able the magazine to continue operating even though 
switch contacts S-6(2), S-7(2) have been opened. 

"Reverse inch' circuit 
The de-energization of relay R-12 and the establish 

ment of the by-pass circuit around the S-6 and S-7 
switches causes the completion of the "reverse inch' cir 
cuit, the reverse inch relay R-8 being energized through 
switch contacts S-8A(2) and relay contacts RC-2(2). 
The energization of the reverse inch relay R-8 closes re 
lay contacts RC-8 (5) in the reverse stop circuit anl es 
tablishes a by-pass circuit around relay contacts RC 
12(1), for solenoid L-2, now open, via relay contacts 
RC-8 (2) to thereby maintain reverse clutch engagement. 
The operation of the “reverse inch' circuit continues for 
a short interval of time until cam 36 closes switch con 
tacts S-13 to energize reverse stop relay R-3. 

"Load ready' circuit 
The closing of switch contacts S-13 energizes the "load 

ready' circuit which stops the magazine drive. This 
is accomplished by the energization of relay R-3 which 
causes relay contacts RC-3(3) to be opened thereby 
breaking the circuits to relays R-5, R-8, R-40, and R-4. 
The de-energization of relays R-5, R-3, R-40, and 
R-4i eliminates clutch torque and causes the magnetic 
brake to be applied to the magazine drive. It will be 
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appreciated that cam 356 is so formed and adjusted that 
the magazine chain stops in the proper position to receive 
rounds from the loading chute 209. The loader gate 
or round engaging fingers 224 which normally depend 
into the path of oncoming rounds are raised out of this 
path by the energization of solenoid L-5 through the 
following circuit: from the left side of the 115 volt line 
through Switch contacts S-5(4), relay contacts RC-22(2), 
switch contacts S-9(2), relay contacts RC-3 (4), loader 
gate operating solenoid L-5 to the right side of the 115 
volt line leaving the magazine in “load ready' condition. 

'Load' circuit 

The position of the first round switch contacts S-8B at 
the exit end of the transfer mechanism is the closed 
position when there is no round on switch linkage 504. 
Normally open relay contacts RC-2(1) are in parallel 
with the normaily open round-actuated switch contacts 
S-6(i) and in series with the normally open round actu 
ated switch contacts S-7(1), both of the latter switches 
having their actuators 232 in the loading chute 200 of 
the loader. It will be understood that rounds must be 
loaded in the loader chute to close switch contacts S-6(3) 
and S-7(1) and provide circuit continuity. 
To load, the operator closes the manual switch S-5 

whereupon the following circuit is completed: from the 
left side of the 115 volt power line through switch con 
tacts S-1 (i), round actuated switch contacts S-3B, switch 
contacts S-6(), switch contacts S-7(1), manual switch 
S-5, the forward actuating relay R-3, to the right side 
of the 115 volt line. The completion of the circuit 
just mentioned causes the magazine drive to be shifted 
into forward gear by closing 440 volt circuits to solenoid 
F-1, relays R-46 and R-42 through relay contacts RC 
s3(2), RC-1 (E) and RC-(3), respectively. The maga 
zine drive is locked in forward gear by means of re 
lay contacts RC-13(1), and the now by-passed loader 
Switch contacts S-5 may be opened. Thus chain travel 
in the forward direction is initiated, this motion con 
tinuing unless the feeding of ammunition is delayed or 
when the ammunition in loader chute 209 has been 
completely loaded into the magazine either of which will 
cause the circuit to be broken by the opening of switch 
contacts S-6(). 
The loader gate 224 is lowered in response to the de 

energization of Solenoid L-5 which occurs when the 
magazine is filled and the first round passes over switch 
linkage 359 to open the normally closed switch contacts 
S-9(2) to open the circuit from the left side of the 115 
volt power line through switch contacts S-2(4), partial 
load relay contacts RC-22(2), switch contacts S-9(2), 
the reverse stop relay contacts RC-3 (4), loader gate 
Solenoid L-5 to the right side of the 115 volt line. 

- - - - , CI'Cili "Norial load coinpietion: 
The first round engaging switch linkage 359 at the 

exit end of the magazine closes switch contacts S-9(1) 
to complete a circuit through relay contacts RC-3(2), 
closed during the "reverse itch' operation and remaining 
closed, to energize the load completion relay R-2, this 
circuit being traced as follows: from the left side of the 
115 voit line through switch contacts S-5 (4), switch 
S-9 (E), relay contacts RC-3(2), load completion relay 
R-2 to the right side of the 115 volt line. 
The closing of the load completion relay contacts 

RC-2(i) by-passes the loader chute switch contacts 
9-6(i) and S-7(4) through the following circuit: from 
the left side of the 115 volt power line through switch 
contacts S-i(1), Switch contacts S-8B, load completion 
relay contacts RC-2(a), RC-13(1), and the forward 
actuating relay R-3 to the right side of the 115 volt line. 

Thus, when the forward actuating relay R-2 is ener 
gized, the load forward hcld relay R-33, which is in 
parallel with relay R-2, is energized thereby closing relay 
contacts RC-13(i) and RC-13(2) to by-pass switch 
contacts S-5 fron relay contacts Rec-2(2) to the relay 
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R-1. In addition, the 440 volt magazine drive circuit 
upon the closing of relay contacts RC-13(2) completes 
the forward clutch shifting circuit from one side of the 
440 volt line through relay contacts RC-5(1), RC-13(2) 
and the forward shift solenoid L-1 to the opposite side 
of the 440 volt line. 

Therefore, the magazine drive operates in the forward 
direction to unload the loader chute 20 and move an 
equivalent number of rounds into the transfer mechanism 
12 where the first round reaching the exit end of the 
transfer mechanism depresses switch linkage 504 to open 
switch contacts S-3B thereby breaking the “load” cir 
cuit from switch contacts S-1 (E) through switch contacts 
S-8B, relay switch contacts RC-2(a), RC-13(1) through 
relay R-1, the load circuit being opened at Switch con 
tacts S-8B which de-energizes the forward actuating 
relay R-1. 

“Emergency load connpletion' circuit 
If at any time during the loading operation it is desired 

to fire without further loading of the magazine, the 
operator manually closes partial load Switch contacts 
S-22 which energize partial load relay R-22 through a 
circuit which is traced from the left side of the 115 volt 
power line through switch contacts S-2(2), Switch con 
tacts S-22, partial load relay R-22 to the right side of 
the 115 volt line. The partial load relay R-22 locks 
itself in the circuit by the closure of its contacts RC-22(3) 
which are normally open, the closing of these contacts 
RC-22(3) completing a by-pass circuit around manual 
switch contacts S-22. 
The closing of relay contacts RC-22(i) establishes 

a by-pass around switch contacts S-9(1) and energizes 
the load completion relay R-2 from the left side of the 
115 volt line through switch contacts S-A (4) relay con 
tacts RC-22(1), relay contacts RC-3(2), previously 
closed by energization of reverse stop relay R-3, load 
completion relay R-2 to the right side of the 115 volt 
line. Therefore, the normally open relay contacts 
RC-2(1) close and complete the circuit by-passing the 
loading chute switch contacts S-6(i) and S-7(1) through 
the circuit from the left side of the 115 volt line through 
switch contacts S-1 (1), switch contacts S-3B, relay con 
tacts RC-2(1), RC-3(A) (previously closed by ener 
gization of relay R-23) and forward actuating relay R-1 
to the right side of the 115 volt line. The completion of 
this circuit allows the magazine chain to continue to 
operate in the forward direction until the first round 
opens switch contacts S-3B to break the circuit through the 
de-energization of forward actuating relay R-1 to thereby 
stop the operation of the magazine. 

“Firing circuit 
The ganged S-1 switch contacts are set at the FIRE 

position and the ganged gun selector S-10 Switches 
(FIG. 86) are set at BOTH, for example, if both guns 
are to be fired. The empty case chute door (not shown), 
which is located on the bottom of the mount at the 
lower end of the case ejection chute 28, is opened 
which closes switch contacts S-20. The firing key 
switch contacts S-3 are then manually closed to com 
plete the primary circuit which may be traced as follows: 
from the left side of the 115 volt line through switch 
contacts S-20, S-3, S-10(3), S-(3), and firing safety 
relay R-18 to the right side of the 115 volt line thereby 
closing relay contacts RC-13(5) and RC-F8(2). 
When firing by director control, it will be understood 

that the by-pass door is normally closed and, therefore, 
switch contacts S-4 are closed, the firing cutout switch 
contacts S-14A are in the SAFE (position), i.e. none 
of the ship's structure is in the line of fire, the director 
firing key contacts S-12 are closed, and the train and 
elevation drive are synchronized with the director signal 
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closing the director train interlock switch contacts S-57 
and the director elevation interlock switch contacts S-16, 
(FIG. 86) thereby completing the circuit through relay 

42 
R-, which may be traced as follows: from the left side 
of the 115 volt line through switch contacts S-4, Switch 
contacts S-1 (1), switch contacts S-4A, S-12, S-17, S-16, 
relay contacts RC-18(f), magazine forward actuating 
relay R-1 to the right side of the 115 volt line. This 
circuit actuates the magnetic clutch by the energization 
of relay R-43 (FIG. 85A) for magazine drive 377 and 
releases the brake by the energization of the relay R-40 
in the manner previously described. The magazine drive 
now operates at “fire' speed, relay R-44 having been 
previously energized by ganged switch contacts S-1 (6) 
(FiG. 85A) in the circuit from the left side of 115 volt 
line through switch contacts S-A (6), relay R-44, to the 
right side of 115 volt line, to complete the circuit in 
the 440 volt magazine drive unit through relay contacts 
RC-44 () and the “fire' speed clutch solenoid L-4. 
Now the firing circuit is established from the left side 

of the 115 volt line through switch contacts S-1(2), relay 
contacts RC-18 (2) and RC-1(2), Switch contacts 
S-18 (2) and S-19(3), relay R-9 and transformer pri 
mary winding T in the 370 volt D.C. power supply, to 
the right side of the 115 volt line. The completion of 
this circuit raises the potential of the direct current above 
ground potential and provides positive current to the 
firing synchronizing switch S-11 via now closed con 
tacts RC-19 (1) which are connected to the transformer 
secondary winding T2. 
The continuity will progress as the firing synchronizing 

switch contacts S-11 close. Switch S-1 is mounted on 
the top cover of the transfer mechanism and is driven 
by transfer mechanism gearing so synchronized as to close 
in response to round travel from the transfer mechanism 
into the gun thereby causing each round to be fired in 
the proper relationship with the next succeeding round 
in the transfer mechanism. The slide 644 will be re 
leased from its seared position in response to a round 
passing over the trigger finger 795 (FIG. 70) to close 
Switch contacts S-25 as the slide reaches its forward 
position. The rotary case ejector switch contacts S-2 
are normally closed and are opened only by a round case 
striking the case retaining bar 889 in the ejection system. 
Switch contacts S-21 interlocks circuit action so that 
firing cannot take place while a case is entering the 
case ejector basket assembly 880. Therefore, the last 
stage of the firing circuit is completed from the 370 volt 
D.C. firing power unit through the interlock switches 
S-1, S-25, and S-21 to firing pin 679 and to ground. 
It will be understood that the current is rectified and 
stepped-up in the firing power unit, FIG. 86, from 115 
volt A.C. to 370 volt D.C. The current supplied to the 
firing power unit originates in the left side of the 115 
volt line and then flows through switch S-5(4), the firing 
power unit primary winding T to the right side of the 
115 volt line. 
The magazine drive motion closes the centrifugally 

operated switch contacts of S-26 which provides a second 
ary circuit around RC-8 (2) and RC-1(2) thus main 
taining firing voltage until the magazine drive is virtually 
stopped. This action permits magazine drive deceleration 
to take place and gun firing to continue until feed motion 
ceases thereby preventing an ammunition by-pass from 
occuring. 

"Cease firing or magazine deceleration' circuit 
When it is desired to terminate firing the operator re 

leases the firing key so as to open firing key contacts 
S-3 thereby breaking the circuit through relay R-13 
which, in turn, opens the circuit through relay contacts 
RC-3 (1) to relay R-1, or by opening of firing director 
key S-2 to directly de-energize relay R-1. 

Magazine chain and drive inertia will decrease, finally 
opening centrifugal Switch contacts S-26 to break the 
last stage of the firing circuit. Thus a few rounds will 
continue to be fired instead of being by-passed after the 
power to the magazine drive is cut off. 
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SUMMARY OF ORERATION 
Magazine loader 

The round loaders 120 and 2i are positioned at the 
forward and lower end of each magazine ii. 8 and 19 and 
each is provided with a horizontal round receiving tray 
235. The rounds to be loaded are manually aligned on 
tray 295 and then rolled over spring biased pawls 209 
under round engaging fingers 224 into the vertical load 
ing chute 200. The spring biased pawls 209 prevent the 
rounds from rolling in the reverse direction. The round 
engaging fingers 224 are in either the raised position or 
the lowered position depending upon the condition of 
either the loading of the magazine or the firing condi 
tions existing in the gun mechanism. Consequently, 
fingers 224 control the entry of rounds into the loader. 
Adjacent the bottom of the chute in a cutout portion 
of the rear wall of the loader is a pair of switch actuators 
23 which function to close circuits in the magazine 
drive when rounds in the loader move the actuators to a 
depressed position. A door 24, is provided in the lower 
forward Section of the front Wall of the loading chute 
for the purpose of stripping rounds from the magazine in 
the event firing is terminated with relatively few rounds 
left in the magazine. In this event, the spring biased door 
locks 242 are released, the magazine drive is reversed and 
rounds will be passed through the open door 24; and 
over an inclined ramp 243 which is aligned with the door 
and end walls of the loader. 

Magazine 
The magazine 18 is an inverted U-shaped mechanism, 

and one magazine is provided for each gun. When the 
rounds have passed through the loader 120 they are at 
the forward lower end of the magazine. The pair of 
magazine feed star wheels 304, which operate in syn 
chronism with round engaging lugs 317 carried by the 
magazine chains 309, move the rounds from the loader 
E2) into the magazine and onto the magazine chains. 
The path of travel of the rounds in the magazine is up 
the front leg of the magazine, across the top, down the 
back leg, and after making a series of such similar 
flights, the round emerges near the upper portion of the 
front leg. The magazine chains 309 are driven by 
sprockets 368, and sufficient idler sprockets. 308 and 30 
are provided to maintain the chain configuration sub 
stantially identical to that of the various channels formed 
by the guide rails 331, 334 and 342 which are in guiding 
engagement with the rounds. Suitable cam and switch 
means 316 and S-13, respectively, are provided at the 
magazine entry end to control the magazine in reverse 
drive during unloading operation so that star wheels 304 
Will stop so as to be in a proper round receiving position 
upon resultiption of magazine filling. At the exit end 
of the magazine, suitable switch means S-9 are provided 
for controlling the round engaging fingers 224 in the 
loader. Also, at the exit end of the magazine, a pair of 
magazine exit star wheels 353 cooperate with a series of 
star Wheels 406 and 467 on the round transfer mech 
anism which is relatively movable with respect to the 
magazine. The presence of the round at the exit end of 
the magazine causes switch S-9 to be opened thereby de 
energizing solenoid 226 in the loader which, in turn, causes 
the round stop fingers 224 to move into the loader feed 
path and prevent further rounds from entering the loader. 
The magazine will continue to operate for a sufficient in 
terval of time to empty the loader and to feed an equiv 
alent number of rounds as were remaining in the loader 
chute into tie adjacent transfer mechanism. 

Transfer mechanism 
The function of the transfer mechanism is to receive 

rounds from the magazine at right angles to the normal 
feed of the gun mechanism and then swing the base of 
each round through an arc of substantially 90 into a 
position such that the longitudinal axis of the round is 
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parallel to the gun axis. The transfer mechanism is fan 
shaped and is located in the opening formed by the legs 
of the magazine. 
The rounds are delivered from the magazine exit star 

wheels 353 into an upper and lower set of transfer mecha 
nism entry star wheels 407 and 436, respectively. Then 
the rounds are fed to a position of engagement at their 
outer ends with round engaging carriers secured to the 
transfer mechanism inner and outer chains. The trans 
fer mechanism chains travel in curved guideways formed 
in the upper cover 401 and lower floor 402 of the trans 
fer mechanism. The rounds are moved by these chain 
mounted carriers from the round entry end 403, through 
an arcuate path, to the exit end 404 of the transfer 
mechanism where the rounds are released from the car 
riers when they have arrived at the transfer mechanism 
exit star wheels 496. The pair of lifter pawls 500 which 
coact with the exit star wheels 496 move the rounds out 
of the transfer mechanism into either the gun mechanism 
or the by-pass mechanism, as is required by operating 
conditions. 
The transfer mechanism is secured to the gun and 

moves in elevation therewith so that rounds can be con 
tinually fed to the gun regardless of the angles of gun 
elevation. The round entry end 403 of the transfer 
mechanism remains adjacent to the magazine outlet but 
is rotated relative thereto as the gun elevates. The pair 
of lower and upper transfer mechanism entry star wheels 
406 and 467, respectively, are relatively displaceable with 
respect to one another and function to provide a smooth 
feeding action from the magazine into the transfer mecha 
nism, regardless of the angle of gun elevation. 

In greater detail, as each round approaches the round 
entry end 403 of the transfer mechanism, the round is 
momentarily detained by the detent 452 to assure align 
ment with the chain mounted round carriers 444, 445 
and 457 on the transfer mechanism chains 423, 428, 469 
and 471. Detent 4E2 is moved from a round detaining 
position to a round clear position by means of multi 
lobed cam 415 which is driven in synchronism with the 
various round carriers in the transfer mechanism. Each 
lobe 47 of the cam 416 momentarily prevents upward 
movement of the detent 42 away from the path of the 
round. The carriers are caused to move from a re 
tracted or round disengaged position to an extended or 
round engaged position and vice versa by coaction be 
tween chain carried camming rollers and appropriate 
cam portions of the guideways at the entry and exit ends 
of the transfer mechanism. 
The transfer mechanism is provided with inner round 

carriers 457 and outer round carriers 444 and 445. Al 
though, the inner and outer round carriers perform the 
same general round gripping function, the inner and outer 
carriers differ in structure and operation. The difference 
in operation is caused primarily by the difference in the 
configuration of the cam guideways which actuate the 
inner carriers by means of the inner camming rollers 456 
as compared with the cam guideways which actuate the 
outer round carriers by means of the outer camming roll 
ers 432 and 434. 
By proper synchronization between the rotation of 

can 416 carried by the transfer mechanism and the mo 
tion of the chains in the transfer mechanism, a cam re 
cess between lobes 47 of cam 46 will not be presented 
to detent 452 until the inner rear carrier finger 485, as 
shown in FIGS. 24 and 25, and the outer rear carrier 
finger 461 have moved into engagement with the trailing 
edge of the inner and outer round base flanges, respec 
tively. At this moment, the finger 458 of the inner for 
ward carrier, as illustrated in FIGS. 24 and 25, and the 
finger 449 of the outer forward carrier will be stationary 
relative to the chain motion by reason of the coaction be 
tween inner and outer camming rollers and the configura 
tion of the cam guideways therefor. The fingers of the 
inner and outer forward carriers will remain stationary 
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until the round has been moved forward by the inner 
and outer rear carirers 445 and 481 into Snug engagement 
with the inner and outer forward carriers 457 and 444, 
both respectively. At the instant of snug engagement of 
the round between the carriers, all carriers resume for 
ward motion and move the round toward the exit end of 
the transfer mechanism. Thus the rounds, being re 
leased by the pair of coacting upper and lower entry star 
wheels 406 and 407, are substantially simultaneously en 
gaged by the forward and rear carriers mounted on the 
inner and outer chains of the transfer mechanism and 
are smoothly carried about the arcuate path defined by 
the transfer mechanism for a 90° angular change of 
round attitude. 
As each round approaches the exit end 404 of the 

transfer mechanism during firing, a pair of exit star wheels 
496 receives the round as the latter is released by the 
carriers. The exit star wheels propel the rounds into 
either the gun mechanism or toward a round by-pass de 
pending upon the gun operating conditions at that par 
ticular moment. 
A following and pushing action is exerted on the rounds 

at the exit end of the transfer mechanism by a pair of 
driven feed and lifter pawls 509, one of these pawls being 
laterally displaced relative to the lower exit star wheels 
and operating between the latter and the other feed and 
lifter pawl being laterally displaced relative to the star 
wheels and operating outboard thereof. . During loading 
operations, and when the magazine has been fully loaded, 
the first or leading round in the transfer mechanism en 
gages a switch control arm 54 at the transfer mechanism 
exit end. Arm 504 actuates "first round' switches S-8A 
and S-8B which function to open the magazine drive cir 
cuit to stop magazine operation, the round retaining fingers 
224 in the loader having been previously lowered by the 
actuation of switch S-9 in response to engagement by 
the first round leaving the magazine. During the time 
interval between the actuation of switch S-9 and switches 
S-8A and S-8B, the rounds remaining in the loader chute 
will be loaded into the magazine, and an equivalent num 
ber from the magazine loaded into the transfer mech 
anism. When the magazine drive circuit is opened, the 
magazine brake is automatically applied to bring the 
magazine and transfer chains to an abrupt standstill. It 
will be understood that the speed of the chains during the 
loading cycle is substantially slower than during the firing 
cycle. 

During firing, the rounds are maintained in positive 
contact with the exit star wheels by means of inboard and 
outboard latches 513 and 514, respectively, which are 
mounted in the floor at the exit end of the transfer mech 
anism. As a round rolls over latch 513, switch S-15 is 
actuated to prevent reverse operation of the transfer drive 
mechanism during the time interval of round movement 
over the curved arm 522 which is operatively connected 
with latch 513. In addition to insuring deceleration of 
the rounds as they make their exit from the transfer mech 
anism, latches 513 and 514 also function to align and 
retain the rounds for further movement into the gun 
mechanism. 

By-pass and lifter assembly 
The round by-pass and lifter assembly are provided to 

receive rounds which would otherwise cause jamming of 
the gun mechanism in the event of a misfire or hangfire. 
As afore-mentioned, the automatic feed and control mech 
anism in the gun will come to an instant halt in the event 
of a misfire or a hangfire, but the magazine and transfer 
mechanisms which are operating at high rates of speed, 
during the firing cycle, have an inertia which cannot in 

Therefore, should a misfire 
occur, a series of rounds would normally be fed into the 
gun mechanism before the magazine and transfer drive 
could be brought to a standstill and thereby cause jam 
ming and the breakage of parts. These rounds which 
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would, in such an event, be fed into the gun mechanism are 
the rounds which enter the by-pass chute 691. 
The operation of the by-pass and lifter assembly may 

be understood best by referring to FIGS. 62 through 65. 
As there shown, round 2 will not be advanced in the event 
that round 1 has misfired because no driving force is 
available to rotate the feed sprocket assembly 6, the 
slide 644 of the gun mechanism not having been driven 
rearwardly in response to the firing of the round. Round 
3 is effectively prevented from entering the gun mecha 
nism by the safety interlocking pawls 593 mounted in the 
gun cover 612. Round 3 remains stationary because the 
lower feed star wheel 496 has pushed it beyond its radius 
of action. Succeeding rounds will be urged upwardly by 
the feed and lifter pawls 500 into the by-pass guide. 601 
after having exerted a sufficient upward force to open 
door 568. The pair of overcenter spring locks 576 nor 
mally maintain the by-pass door 568 in a closed or locked 
position. However, the by-pass door is unlocked by ex 
cessive upward pressure on the door by rounds therebe 
neath which pressure effects a shifting of the overcenter 
springs to thereby disengage the latching levers 578 from 
the gun top cover. The round feed and lifter pawls 580 
function to lift the rounds vertically beyond door 568 into 
the by-pass chute 69. As the door reaches a fully open 
position, switch S-4 is actuated by Suitable linkage con 
nected to the door. Switch S-4 is connected to the 
transfer mechanism power drive via the magazine power 
drive and initiates braking action of the magazine drive 
in response to the opening of the by-pass door. The chain 
movement in the transfer mechanism is controlled by the 
magazine drive so that the chains in both the magazine 
and transfer mechanism move in synchronism, and when 
the brake is applied on the magazine drive the transfer 
mechanism chains also decrease their speed of move 
ent. 
The one-way pawls 607 are pivotally mounted in the 

by-pass chute to permit the passage of rounds in an up 
ward direction only. The first round into the by-pass 
chute 60 is temporarily held in position by the auxiliary 
holding pawl 662. The next round entering guide 601 
will push the previously lowermost round upwardly and 
will then occupy the position on the holding paw pre 
viously occupied by the displaced round. This opera 
tion is repeated, the uppermost round being retained by 
pawls 607 mounted in the by-pass chute. While this se 
quence of operation occurs, the magazine drive and the 
transfer mechanism decelerate, finally coming to a stand 
still before the by-pass is filled with rounds. The closure 
door 604 is provided at the upper end of the by-pass 
chute, and the rounds in the by-pass may be manually 
removed by opening door 604 and lifting the rounds over 
pawls 607. 

Gun mechanism 

The operation of the gun mechanism 07 will be sum 
marized briefly at this point and in greater detail herein 
below. After the transfer mechanism 2 has delivered 
a round to the entry side of the gun mechanism, the round 
is urged beyond the round engaging pawls 593 by for 
ward pressure exerted by the next succeeding round if 
the round is properly positioned and the preceding round 
has fired. The round engaging pawls 593, mounted on 
the top cover 62 of the gun mechanism, restrain the 
round or permit the round to enter the gun mechanism 
depending on whether or not the proper firing condi 
tions have been met. 
The gun is charged by the action of piston 688 which 

is driven by any suitable pressure fluid to move the op 
erating slide rearwardly into its seared or latched posi 
tion prior to initial firing of the gun. When the slide 
is in its seared or latched position, it is in a condition 
for moving a round to the firing position. When the 
slide is released it will be driven forwardly to rotate feed 
sprocket 644 and move a round to the firing position 
and subsequent feeding and firing of ammunition will 
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initiate automatic operation. After the round enters the 
gun mechanism, and has been moved upwardly and 
laterally along rails 827 and 637 into alignment with 
the gun barrel A09 by feed sprocket 615, the gas sealing 
collar 656 moves into sealing engagement with the open 
forward end of the round container to thereby seal the 
round to the barrel. The round is fired from the con 
tainer into and through the barrel, the firing charges 
igniting the propellant which, in turn, accelerates the 
projectile to high velocity. The gun slide 644 is moved 
rearwardly by means of the buffer and expansion cyl 
inder 701 which receives recoil pressures through ports 
717, 716, and 725. The slide return springs 685 are 
compressed by the slide as it travels rearwardly under 
the action of the recoil pressure gases. The slide is 
latched or seared slightly forward of its rearmost posi 
tion by sear mechanism 764 if proper firing conditions 
do not exist at this time. The sear mechanism 764 is re 
leased by subsequent incoming rounds which are admitted 
only if proper firing conditions exist, that is, if the next 
Succeeding incoming round is in the correct feeding po 
sition and the previous round has properly fired. This 
next round depresses the round actuated pawl 795 which 
permits the slide to be driven forward by springs 685. 
The feed sprocket 61 is rotated by cam surface 649 
on the slide as the latter moves forward to thereby move 
the next round into firing position. Thus, automatic 
feed and fire will continue so long as the firing switch 
remains closed and the rounds continue to fire and feed 
properly. Feed sprocket 6A1 also functions to move the 
empty round case of each round immediately after the 
round is fired out of the gun mechanism 107 and into 
the case ejection system 11a. 
Now considering the operation of the gun mechanism 

in greater detail, the cam groove 649 in the gun slide 644 
converts the straight-line motion of the slide to rotary 
feed sprocket motion for the feeding of rounds to the 
gun mechanism by feed sprocket assembly 611. As the 
slide moves rearwardly in recoil, drive roller 643 on 
sprocket 611 travels through the right roller cam groove 
648 and drops into the recessed portion 651 in the for 
ward portion of that groove so that on the forward mo 
tion of the slide the right drive roller will then be dis 
placed sideways thereby leading the left drive roller into 
the curved path of the cam groove 649 to thereby rotate 
feed sprocket 61 in a counterclockwise direction, as 
viewed in the forward direction. At the moment the 
left roller 643 begins to move laterally in the cam groove 
649, the right roller in the recessed portion 651 swings 
clear of the slide. The spring loaded, step cam 653 
which is positioned adjacent the rear feed star wheel 64 
functions to decelerate feed sprocket rotation during the 
final 25 of its 90° rotational movement to thereby de 
celerate movement of the round and bring it to a stand 
still in the firing position in longitudinal alignment with 
the barrel of the gun mechanism. 
The gas sealing collar 656 is operated by means of 

linkage 655 which coacts with the additional cam groove 
654 formed on the undersurface of the gun slide 644. 
During axial movement of the collar 656 between the 
forward and rearward limits of movement thereof, the 
interior of the collar engages a pair of barrel sealing 
rings 658 to provide a gas-tight seal between the barrel 
and the round. The fork. 66A is urged toward the round 
container by the buffer spring piston 668. As the col 
lar 656 is moved into sealing engagement with the round 
the round is also urged by the collar rearwardly against 
backplate 629 to insure proper contact of the firing pin 
679 with the primer of the round. As soon as the round 
is fired and the slide 644 commences its rearward move 
ment, the cam roller 676 (FIG. 56) moves bell crank 
673 in a clockwise direction and thereby moves the gas 
sealing collar 656 forwardly and away from the ejection 
path of the round container which is about to be ejected. 
The slide 644 is moved to its forward position by the 
pairs of springs 685. 
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When a round is fired from its round container and 

the rocket projectile has passed through the gun barrel 
109, the major portion of the generated gas pressure be 
hind the projectile is bled off to the buffer and expansion 
cylinder assembly 701 to act upon piston assembly 702 
and thereby drive the slide 644 rearwardly. The pair 
of springs 685 function to decrease the backward mo 
tion of the slide and urge the slide forwardly in its drive 
stroke to rotate feed sprocket 611. The forward mo 
mentum of the slide is absorbed, to a large extent, by 
buffer assembly 703. 

Euring its forward motion the slide 644 first strikes 
the outwardly extending rear shaft. 712 (FIG. 52) of the 
gas expansion piston 710, this shock being directly trans 
mitted forwardly to the buffer piston 725. Forward mo 
tion of the buffer piston urges fluid in the operating cham 
ber 719 to flow through the restricted orifices 733 and 
expand outwardly through forward radial ports 736 of 
the expansion chamber 721. The pressure fluid on one 
side of the piston 725 is transferred to the other side of 
the piston by being ported through the by-pass 722 to 
the ports 737 which are now behind the piston 725. 
When spring 724 causes the piston 725 to be returned 
to its initial position shown in FIG. 52, balls 727 will 
move forwardly of their seats to provide a path of flow 
through aperture 726 as well as through by-pass 722 
thereby providing a rapid return of the piston to its 
initial position. 

Thus, it will be seen that in the normal cycle of firing, 
the operating slide is gas driven rearwardly, is buffered 
at its rearmost point of travel and is then moved forward 
ly by spring compression to a forward most position where 
it is buffered and the cycle is then repeated. 

However, upon the occurrence of an unusual condition, 
the normal firing cycle will be interrupted, the operat 
ing slide remaining in a latched or seared position slight 
ly forward of its rearward limit of travel. For example, 
to charge the gun and initiate automatic firing after loaded 
rounds have been moved to the round exit of the trans 
fer mechanism, the operating slide is moved rearwardly 
by pressurized fluid from reservoir 692 acting against 
the forward face of piston 688 when switch 695 is closed. 
The operating slide is latched by the sear mechanism, and 
only when rounds have been advanced by the transfer 
mechanism into a triggering position in the gun will the 
sear be released to allow the slide to move forwardly 
and laterally displace a round into the firing position. 
Another condition under which the slide is seared is 
when the rounds are by-passed prior to reaching the trig 
ger position. For example, when a hangfire occurs, the 
delay in firing will cause an accumulation of rounds in 
the vicinity of the ammunition by-pass door 568 which 
operates the by-pass mechanism. When the hangfired 
round finally fires, the slide will be driven rearwardly 
and latched in its seared position and will remain seared 
until a round entering the gun mechanism releases the 
sear mechanism. In the event of a misfire, the cycle 
will be the same as in charging the gun when it is de 
sired to initially effect firing operations. 
The slide is latched in its seared position by coaction 

between structure on the slide and the searing mechanism. 
During the searing or latching operation, as the slide 
moves rearwardly, the forward face of the striker arm 
786 is struck by an abrupt inclined surface 788 on an 
upwardly projecting can portion 789 formed in the rear 
floor portion of the slide. This impact of surface 783 
against arm 786 rotates cam 781 in a clockwise direction 
against the compression of spring plunger 787. Thus, 
the striker arm 786 is retracted until the slide is moved 
far enough rearwardly so that the striker arm may drop 
into groove 791. The slide is buffered and then upon 
forward motion of the slide the rear face of the striker 
arm 786 contacts the rearwardly inclined wall 792 of 
groove 791 thereby rotating cam 781 counterclockwise. 
The entire lock pawl 773 is caused to be rotated counter 
clockwise and the slide engaging latch. 778 engages the 
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stop projections 793 formed at the rear portion of the 
slide to thereby latch or sear the slide in a position slightly 
forward of its rearwardmost limit of travel. 
As afore-mentioned, the slide is released from the 

Seared position by a round moving from the transfer 
mechanism into the gun mechanism. During the motion 
of the round into the gun mechanism, the round con 
tacts and moves the first element of the sear triggering 
or slide unlatching mechanism. 794. Lateral and up 
ward motion of the round along rails 638 and 639, as the 
latter moves into the gun mechanism, bring the round 
into engagement with the round actuated pawl 795 caus 
ing the latter to move in a counterclockwise direction 
as viewed in FIG. 70. As best illustrated in FIGS. 69 
through 73, such rotation of pawl 795 rotates the trigger 
operating shaft 80 to also rotate the trigger finger oper 
ator 806 in a clockwise direction, crank arm 8:6 in a 
clockwise direction, and causes finger 807 to bear on 
the searcam 78 with sufficient force to allow the slide 
engaging latch or sear locking pawl 773 to be cammed 
out of searing and latching engagement with the stop 
projections 793 on the slide 644 whereupon the slide 
is released and driven forward in the manner previously 
described. 
The round control guides 329 (FIG. 68) move up 

wardly upon contact with an incoming round and func 
tion to longitudinally align and retain the round as it 
enters feed sprockets 611. 

During normal feeding of a round (FIGS. 62, 63 and 
64) from position B to position C, it is desired to pre 
vent the next succeeding round at position. A from enter 
ing position B until the preceding round has fully cleared 
position B. Toward this end pawl 839 functions to pre 
vent gate pawls 334 and 835 from rotating during pres 
ence of a round at position B thereby preventing round 
entry into the gun mechanism. As the crank arm 851 
is moved a short distance upwardly by an incoming round 
approaching position B, the spring assembly 846 is fur 
ther compressed and exerts a resistance by pawl lock 843 
to crank arm 85i and thereby maintains the crank arm 
in engagement with the round. This arrangement also 
functions to return the crank arm to its initial position 
when the round has moved to position C. Spring plung 
er 855 bears upon the outermost end of the round en 
gaging finger 853 when the round moves into position C, 
arm 85 being moved in an upward direction by the in 
coming round. While crank arm 851 is being moved up 
wardly by the incoming round, the arm moves pawl lock 
843 to a position overlying the rearward ear 842 of limit 
paw. 839 thereby preventing upward movement of the 
gate pawls 834 and 835. 
As the round approaches the end of the round path 

from position. A to position B, finger 853 moves clock 
wise to rotate pawl lock 343 in the opposite direction, 
causing cam end 858 of the by-pass door lock 856 to 
move upwardly and in a clockwise direction to thereby 
move arm. 359 out of engagement with the by-pass door 
mounted stop lock 86. 
Door lock 856 is automatically reset by a reverse 

action of the foregoing operations once the round has 
passed from position B to position C. 
The secondary by-pass door lock and release arm 862 

is actuated by the opening and closing of the by-pass 
door in the event of a delay in firing as Would be caused 
by a misfire or hangfire. When the by-pass door opens, 
it is necessary that rounds be blocked from entering the 
feed sprocket 61, and the forward and rearward gate 
pawls 834 and 835 are utilized together with the shaft 
motion limit pawl 839 to block the incoming rounds. 
The upward movement of door 568 rotates the second 
ary pawl lock release arm 862, which causes a spring 
biased lock lug 871, normally in unlocked position, to 
overlie one of the ear portions 84 of the motion limit 
pawl 839 thereby locking the two gate pawls 834 and 
835 against rotation. 
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An accumulation of rounds occurring in the vicinity 

of the by-pass door 568, as when there is a misfire or 
other delay in firing, exert an upward force against the 
door sufficient for the gate pawl actuator lug 865 to ro 
tate the release arm 862 in a counterclockwise direc 
tion (looking forward in FIG. 67). The end 866 of 
the release arm now will ride down the inner surface 
of control lug 872 and lock lug 871 will move in a 
counterclockwise direction by action of spring plunger 
369 to bear against the ear 841 of the motion limit pawl 
839 to lock the gate pawls 834 and 835 in the downward 
position thus preventing further round entry into the 
gun mechanism. When the gun has been cleared for 
firing, the by-pass door is manually relatched, which 
operation resets the release arm 862 in holding engage 
ment with the secondary motion limit pawl lock 867. 

Ejection system 
Simultaneously with the movement of the live round 

into firing position, the previously fired round case is 
moved laterally into the case receiving basket assem 
bly by the rotation of feed sprocket 611. The ejection 
mechanism (FIGS. 74 through 84) functions to receive 
the case, neutralize the rebound action as the case fully 
enters the basket assembly, retain the case against any 
lateral motion after rebound has been neutralized, align 
the case prior to a pushing action by the ejection cylin 
der assembly, engage a portion of the case to prevent 
rearward loss of the round during periods of medium 
to high angle firing, and operate Switch means to pre 
vent firing if the case, during its travel into the ejec 
tion mechanism, is not properly positioned relative to the 
basket assembly. 
The first portion of the path of the round case being 

ejected is substantially along a horizontal plane and nor 
mal with the gun barrel. The case first contacts the 
longitudinally extending case retaining bar 889 and dis 
places the latter inwardly to pass thereunder. As the 
case passes under and beyond the retainer bar 889, the 
case strikes a spring mounted buffer 901 secured to the 
vertical partion wall 802. The retainer bar 889 swings 
outwardly after the passage of the round case thereunder 
to secure the case against lateral movement in the case 
receiver 881. In the event that a round case is not prop 
erly aligned or all the way in the case receiver, the firing 
circuit will be opened by the operation of switch contacts 
S-2, and the gun will not fire. 
The case ejection mechanism 95.7 functions in coop 

eration with the case receiver to guide and align the for 
Ward face of the case being ejected. The case ejection 
mechanism also latches the forward flange of each case 
to the drive crosshead 938. This crosshead drives the 
successive cases rearwardly at proper cyclic intervals 
and, during this rearward movement, sequentially re 
leases each latched case in order not to hinder the free 
driven motion thereof rearwardly through and out of 
the case receiver 882. 
On rearward movement of the crosshead 938, latch 

942 moves away from the fixed support finger 944 and 
is then guided in a curved counterclockwise, downward 
direction to clear the case flange as the latter is driven 
rearwardly. The latch is reset during the return motion 
of the crosshead in the forward direction to again en 
gage the forward flange of the next case to be ejected. 
The vertical inwardly extending member 95 guides each 
incoming case to be ejected into the correct position with 
respect to crosshead 938. 
The crosshead is driven by piston 934. As high pres 

Sure gas created in the gun barrel when a round is fired 
enters the piston cylinder 932 through port 952 in the 
gas operated piston motor of the case ejection mecha 
nism. 917 (FIG. 81), the piston 934 is driven rearwardly 
and at an intermediate position of its stroke, the high 
pressure gases are permitted to by-pass ahead of the 
piston through slots 959 (FIGS. 81 and 82). The major 
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portion of the high pressure gas is vented to the atmos 
phere through the apertures 961 while the by-passed 
gas ahead of the piston will be compressed as the piston 
moves rearwardly thus aiding spring 962 in buffering 
the piston on its rearward stroke. The piston is returned 
to its forward position by the compressed by-passed gas. 

e residual buffering gases are vented to the atmosphere 
through aperture 961 during the forward movement of 
the piston. 
The buffer and reservoir cylinder 931 includes buffer 

piston 965, and the latter is moved rearwardly against the 
compression of spring 962 upon actuation of the gas oper 
ated piston 934. During its rearward motion, the buffer 
piston 965 displaces a portion of the fluid from its cylin 
der 963 into reservoir 964 through ports 967. The dis 
placed fluid then flows through ports 968 in the forward 
walls of cylinder 963 in front of the rearwardly moving 
piston 965. Also, the check valve 971 is unseated by 
some of the fluid at the opposite side of the piston 955 
which passes through the piston buffer passage 973. The 
unseating of check valve 971 also allows fluid to pass to 
the front face of the buffer piston 965. When the buffer 
piston commences its forward stroke, the fluid is blocked 
by the now seated check valve 971, and most of the fluid 
in front of the piston is caused to flow through ports 968 
at the forward end of the cylinder causing a throttling ac 
tion to take place as the piston 965 approaches these ports 
and some of the fluid flows through a series of longitudi 
nal grooves 983 formed in the outer surface of piston 965 
to the rearward side thereof. 

Electrical system 
Two major circuits are employed during the loading of 

the magazine 118. These circuits are referred to as the 
“prepare to load” circuit and the "load” circuit. Four 
operational circuits are included within the "prepare to 
load' circuit and are designated as the "forward inch,' 
“reverse hold,” “reverse inch,' and "load ready' circuits. 
Within the "load' circuit are circuits referred to as the 
“normal load completion' and "emergency load comple 
tion' circuits. 
Under normal operating conditions, a partial load re 

mains in the magazine when firing is terminated, and the 
sequence of relay energization during reloading is as fol 
Iows: (1) the forward actuating and forward hold relays 
R-1 and R-13, respectively; (2) the reverse clear relay 
R-6; (3) the reverse actuating relay R-5; (4) the reverse 
hold relay R-12; (5) the reverse inch relay R-8; (6) the 
reverse stop relay R-3; (7) the forward actuating and for 
ward hold relays R-5 and R-13, respectively; and (8) the 
load completion relay R-2. If during loading it becomes 
necessary to fire the weapon, the partial load relay R-22 
is energized before the energization of the load comple 
tion relay R-2. 

Thus, under normal conditions, when a partial load 
is in the magazine and it is desired to either unload the 
magazine or reload the magazine to capacity, ganged 
switch contacts S-1 are first set in the LOAD position. 
The magazine must first be operated in the forward direc 
tion for a sufficient interval of time to move the round 
which will normally be on switch linkage 52 off this 
switch linkage so that the "reverse hold' circuit can be 
completed. However, several circuits must first be com 
pleted before the magazine drive may be operated in the 
forward direction, the completion of the first circuit ener 
gizing the forward actuating relay R-1 and the load for 
ward hold relay R-13. The second circuit is completed 
through relay R-42 to energize the latter thereby estab 
lishing current flow through the load speed shift solenoid 
L-3 and shifting the magazine drive into load speed. The 
third circuit to be completed is through the forward shift 
solenoid L-1. The fourth circuit is through the magazine 
brake relay R-40, the completion of this circuit releasing 
the brake on the magazine drive. Finally, the circuit 
through the magazine clutch coil is completed. Upon 
the completion of the foregoing circuits the magazine 
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chain is coupled to the magazine drive motor, and the 
chain will run in a forward direction at load speed until 
the first round clears switch linkage 521. 
The “reverse hold” circuit is completed when the first 

round clears linkage 521. One leg of this circuit includes 
the reverse clear relay R-6 which functions to break the 
circuit to the forward actuating relay R- and the load 
forward hold relay R-13. Another leg of the “reverse 
hold' includes the reverse actuating relay R-5. The 
energization of relay R-5 causes the energization of relay 
R-44 thereby releasing the magazine drive brake, the 
brake having been applied when the circuit to the forward 
actuating relay R-1 was broken. The third leg of the “re 
verse hold' circuit includes the reverse hold relay R-12. 
Upon the completion of the “reverse hold circuit the 
operation of the magazine drive is reversed in response to 
current flowing through the reverse shift solenoid L-2 and 
brake and clutch relays R-40 and R-41, respectively. 
The reverse operation of the magazine drive locks in and 
continues to move rounds backwardly through the mag 
azine thereby releasing switch linkages 504 and 359. The 
reverse operation continues until the first round depresses 
the loader lever 232 (FIG. 11) and opens switch contacts 
S-7(2). This causes the de-energization of reverse hold 
relay R-12 and establishes a by-pass circuit around 
Switches S-6 and S-7. The reverse actuating relay R-5 
and the reverse clear relay R-6 remain energized to enable 
the magazine to continue operation even though switch 
contacts S-6(2), S-7(2) have been opened. 
The “reverse inch' circuit is completed when the re 

verse hold relay R-12 is de-energized and the by-pass cir 
cuit around the S-6 and S-7 switches has been established. 
The “reverse inch' circuit includes the “reverse inch' re 
lay R-8 which functions, upon energization, to maintain 
reverse clutch engagement. The operation of the mag 
azine drive is under the influence of the "reverse inch' 
circuit for a short interval of time until cam 316 closes 
the Switch contacts S-13 to energize the reverse stop re 
lay R-3. 
The "load ready' circuit, which stops the magazine 

drive, is energized in response to the closing of the switch 
contacts S-3, this being accomplished by the energization 
of the reverse stop relay R-3 which functions to break 
the circuits to relays R-5, R-8, R-40 and R-4. When 
the circiuts to the latter four relays are broken, clutch 
torque is eliminated and the magazine brake is applied to 
the magazine drive. The energization of the reverse stop 
relay R-3 also causes the loader gate or round engaging 
fingers 224, which normally depend into the path of the 
oncoming rounds, to be raised out of this path tin response 
to the energization of solenoid L-5. The magazine is 
now in a "load ready' condition. 
When it is desired to load, the operator closes the 

manual Switch S-5 whereupon the forward actuating re 
lay R-1 is energized and the magazine drive is shifted into 
forward gear by the closing of the circuits through 
solenoid L-E, relay R-40 and relay R-41. Thus, chain 
travel in a forward direction is initiated and continued 
unless the feeding of ammunition is delayed by a break 
in the continuity of rounds passing through loader chute 
209. When the first round passes under switch linkage 
359 Solenoid L-5 is de-energized and the loader gate 224 
is lowered into the path of round travel in the loader 
chute to prevent further rounds from entering the loading 
mechanism. 
A first round engaging switch linkage 359 at the exit 

end of the magazine causes the completion of the circuit 
through the load completion relay R-2 to establish a 
by-pass circuit around the loader chute and switch con 
tacts S-6(i) and S-7(E) through the forward actuating 
relay R-1 and the load forward hold relay R-13. The 
energization of the relay R-13 cause the completion of 
the forward clutch shifting circuit through the forward 
shift solenoid L-1, the magazine drive operating in the 
forward direction to unload the loader chute 200 and 
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move an equivalent number of rounds into the transfer 
mechanism 2. When the first round reaches the exit 
end of the transfer mechanism and depresses switch link 
age 504, the "load” circuit is broken thereby de-energiz 
ing the forward actuating relay R-1 to stop forward op 
eration of the magazine drive. 

If it is desired to fire the weapon during the loading 
operation but without further loading of the magazine, the 
operator manually closes the partial load switch con 
tacts S-22 which causes the energization of the partial 
load relay R-22 which, in turn, causes the energization 

IO 

of the load completion relay R-2 which effects the estab 
lishment of a by-pass circuit around the loading chute 
switch contacts S-6(A) and S-7(1). The completion of 
this by-pass circuit allows the magazine chain to continue 
to operate in the forward direction until the first round 
opens switch contacts S-8B to break the circuit through 
the de-energization of forward actuating relay R-1 to 
thereby stop the operation of the magazine. 
When it is desired to fire the weapon the ganged S-1 

switch contacts are set at the FIRE position and the 
ganged gun selector S-10 switches (FIG. 86) are set at 
BOTH, for example, if both guns are to be fired. The 
empty case chute door (not shown), is opened to close 
switch contacts S-20 and the firing key Switch contacts 
S-3 are manually closed to complete the primary firing 
circuit through the firing safety relay R-18 which causes 
energization of forward actuating relay R-1. This circuit 
actuates the magnetic clutch by the energization of relay 
R-4i for the magazine drive and releases the brake by the 
energization of the relay R-40. The magazine drive now 
operates at “fire” speed, relay 44 having been previously 
energized to complete the circuit in the 440 volt magazine 
drive unit and the "fire' speed clutch solenoid L-4. The 
firing circuit is now established through relay R-29, the 
firing synchronizing switch S-ii causing each round to 
be fired in the proper relationship with the next succed 
ing round in the transfer mechanism. The last stage of 
the firing circuit is completed through interlock Switches 
S-ia, S-25, and S-21 and firing pin 679 to ground. By 
the action of the centrifugal operated Switch S-26 gun 
firing continues during magazine drive deceleration until 
the feed motion ceases thereby preventing an ammunition 
by-pass from occurring. 
To terminate firing the operator releases the firing 

key thereby breaking the circuit through firing safety re 
lay R-18 which, in turn, causes the de-energization of the 
magazine forward actuating relay R-il. As the magazine 
chain and drive inertia decreases, the centrifugal switch 
contacts S-26 finally open to break the last stage of the 
firing circuit. 

Obviously many modifications and variations of the 
present invention are possible in the light of the above 
teachings. It is therefore to be understood that within 
the scope of the appended claims the invention may be 
practiced otherwise than as specifically described. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A unilevel missile handling and directing system 

comprising; a carriage rotatable in train, horizontally dis 
posed gun trunnions, a gun mounted on said trunnions 
for movement in elevation, a large capacity magazine 
mouted adjacent the gun and rotatable in train as a 
unit with the carriage, said magazine including means for 
storing and moving a plurality of rounds arranged in iden 
tical attitude at right angles to the longitudinal axis of 
the gun, and means for continuously and successively 
transferring rounds to the gun from said magazine, said 
means for transferring rounds to the gun including a 
fan-shaped transfer mechanism rigidly secured to the gun 
for movement therewith and located adjacent a maga 
zine round exit station substantially at the gun elevation 
axis through the gun trunnions, said transfer mechanism 
being disposed in a plane parallel with and passing 
beneath the axis of the gun barrel at all gun settings, one 
end of said transfer mechanism defining a round entry for 
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receiving separated rounds in rapid succession from the 
magazine, and the other end of the transfer mechanism 
defining a round exit to the gun whereby individual rounds 
may be continuously and successively fed from the trans 
fer mechanism to the gun regardless of gun elevation and 
train. 

2. A unilevel missile handling and directing system 
comprising; a fixed stand, a carriage rotatable in train 
on said stand, a gun mounted on said carriage for selec 
tive pivotal movement about a gun elevation axis, a maga 
Zine rigidly mounted on said carriage, said magazine in 
cluding means for storing and moving in constant atti 
tude a plurality of rounds arranged at right angles to the 
longitudinal axis of the gun, a magazine round exit station 
located substantially at the gun elevation axis, a flat, fan 
shaped transfer mechanism rigidly secured to the gun for 
movement in elevation and train with the gun and flexible 
connected with said magazine exit station for receiving 
rounds regardless of gun elevation, said transfer mech 
anism and gun barrel axes being disposed in vertically 
spaced parallel planes at all gun settings, and means for 
causing individual separated rounds to move continuously 
and in single round sequence from the magazine through 
the transfer mechanism to the gun at all gun settings. 

3. An above-deck automatic handling, directing and 
firing system for rocket-assisted projectiles completely en 
closed within a casing and comprising a trainable and 
elevatable gun barrel, means for successively moving a 
Series of rounds of ammunition through an arcuate path 
into the gun barrel, said path being in a plane parallel 
with and disposed beneath the axis of the gun barrel 
regardless of elevation and train setting of the latter, 
means for successively moving the rounds along a straight 
line path through the firing position rearwardly of the gun 
barrel, and means for sealing the round case forward of 
the projectile to the gun barrel while the round is in the 
firing position and prior to the firing thereof. 

4. An above-deck missile handling and firing system for 
completely encased missiles comprising a trainable car 
riage, elevation trunnions mounted on said carriage, a 
gun barrel mounted on said trunnions, means rigidly 
mounted on said gun barrel for successively altering the 
attitude of and for moving missiles into a firing position 
Within the gun, said means being disposed in a plane 
parallel with and beneath the gun barrel axis regardless 
of train and elevation settings of the gun barrel, and 
means rigidly mounted on the carriage for successively 
ejecting empty missile cases from the gun after firing. 

5. A unilevel gun mount and missile handling system 
for missiles fully encased in expendable gun chambers 
and comprising a trainable and elevatable gun having a 
barrel, means trainable with said gun for Successively 
moving gun chambers with their respective missiles into 
the gun and including flat, quadrant-shaped apparatus 
novable as a unit with the gun in elevation whereby suc 
cessive gun chambers with their respective missiles may 
be moved sequentially into the firing position regardless 
of train and elevation settings, said quadrant-shaped appa 
ratus being disposed in a horizontal plane when the gun 
barrel is set at a zero degree elevation setting, means for 
successively firing the missiles from their respective gun 
chambers through the gun barrel, and means for succes 
sively ejecting the empty gun chambers. 

6. A unilevel ammunition handling system for a rapid 
fire weapon wherein projectiles fully encased in expend 
able gun chambers are successively fed to the gun barrel 
of the Weapon and comprising flat, quadrant-shaped con 
veyor means for successively moving individual, sepa 
rated projectiles through an attitude changing path which 
always lies in a plane parallel with and beneath the axis 
of the gun barrel regardless of elevation of the latter, 
means operatively connected to said conveyor means for 
Successively firing the projectiles from their respective gun 
chambers, and means for successively removing the empty 
gun chambers. 
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7. An ammunition handling system for a rapid fire 
weapon wherein expendable gun chambers with projectiles 
encased therein are successively fed to the weapon and 
comprising a gun chamber storage mechanism, means for 
successively moving the gun chambers through said stor 
age mechanism, means for successively firing the pro 
jectiles from their respective chambers, means rigidly 
secured to the weapon for progressively altering the atti 
tude of successive gun chambers with respect to their di 
rection of travel through the storage mechanism, said 
last-mentioned means being operatively connected between 
said storage mechanism and said means for firing the 
projectiles from their respective gun chambers and hav 
ing an axis in a plane parallel with and beneath the axis 
of the means for firing the projectiles. 

8. A unilevel system for handling and firing rocket 
assisted missiles from an expendable gun chamber 
through trainable and elevatable gun barrel compris 
ing a magazine movable with the gun barrel in train, 
means in said magazine for storing and moving indi 
vidual and separated missile containing gun chambers 
therethrough in a path of travel substantially parallel 
with the longitudinal axis of the gun barrel, a flat, quad 
rant-shaped transfer mechanism rigidly secured to the 
gun barrel for movement therewith in train and eleva 
tion for individually altering the direction of travel of 
each round along an arcuate course to a substantially 
linear second path of travel normal to the axis of the 
gun barrel, the arcuate course of travel being in a plane 
parallel with and disposed beneath the longitudinal axis 
of the gun barrel regardless of train and elevation of 
the latter, means for successively moving the encased 
missiles along the second path of travel into the firing 
position rearwardly of the gun barrel, and means for 
successively moving the empty gun chambers along the 
second path of travel out of the system. 

9. A unilevel system for handling ammunition for a 
rapid fire weapon wherein separated projectiles complete 
ly encased in expendable gun chambers are individually 
fed to the weapon in rapid succession and comprising 
conveyor means for effecting planar movement of the 
gun chambers from an entry station to an exit station 
and altering the attitude of the projectile containing gun 
chambers during this movement through an arc of Sub 
stantially 90 degrees, the plane of movement of the 
gun chambers being disposed beneath the longitudinal 
axis of the weapon and in parallel relation therewith, 
means connected with said conveyor means for receiving 
the gun chambers and separating the projectiles from 
their respective chambers and ejecting the empty cham 
bers, and means for rotating all of said means as a unit 
about a vertical axis. 

10. The system set forth in claim 9 wherein said means 
for separating the projectiles from their respective gun 
chambers comprises means for directing the movement 
of the projectiles in a first direction of travel and the 
empty gun chambers in a second direction of travel nor 
mal to the first direction of travel. 

11. The system set forth in claim 10 wherein said 
means for separating the projectiles from their respec 
tive gun chambers further includes means for altering 
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the first direction of travel in a vertical plane for any 
rotational position of the system. 

12. An ammunition handling system for a rapid fire 
gun wherein separated expendable gun chambers fully 
encasing projectiles are successively fed to a gun barrel 
comprising, conveyor means for separately and succes 
sively moving the individual gun chambers from a storage 
Station to a firing station, means for changing the at 
titude of the gun chambers while traveling in a plane 
between said stations, said plane being parallel and dis 
posed bsneath the axis of the gun barrel, means at the 
latter station for firing the projectiles from their respec 
tive gun chambers, and means for successively removing 
the empty gun chamber. 

13. In an ammunition handling system for a rapid 
fire gun wherein expendable gun chambers fully encasing 
projectiles are successively fed to a gun barrel, the com 
bination of conveyor means for successively moving gun 
chambers from a storage station wherein the projectile 
and gun chamber axes are oriented in one direction to a 
firing station where the said axes are oriented in a direc 
tion different from the storage station, means for chang 
ing the attitudes of each projectile as it moves from one 
station to the other, and means at the latter station for 
firing each projectile from its respective gun chamber and 
disposing of the empty chamber, said conveyor means 
being disposed in a plane parallel with and beneath the 
axis of said gun barrel. 

14. An ammunition handling and weapon system for 
rapid delivery of projectiles completely encased in ex 
pendable gun chambers and comprising, a gun barrel 
mounted for train in a reference plane, said gun barrel 
being mounted for elevating movement in a plane normal 
to the reference plane, a magazine for storing gun cham 
bers horizontally adjacent the gun barrel, said magazine 
being disposed upright in a plane normal to the reference 
plane and transfer means between the magazine and the 
gun barrel and operating in a plane normal to the plane 
of elevation of the gun barrel and the magazine and 
parallel with and disposed beneath the axis of the gun 
barrel in all settings of train and elevation, said transfer 
means having a gun chamber receiving inlet disposed 
substantially at the gun barrel trunnion axis and a gun 
chamber outlet disposed adjacent the plane of elevation 
of the gun barrel. 
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